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Integrated circuits (ICs) are usually tested during manufacture by means of 
automatic testing equipment (ATE) employing probe cards and needles that make 
repeated physical contact with the ICs under test. Such direct-contact probing is very 
costly and imposes limitations on the use of ATE.  For example, the probe needles must 
be frequently cleaned or replaced, and some emerging technologies such as three-
dimensional ICs cannot be probed at all.  As an alternative to conventional probe-card 
testing, wireless testing has been proposed. It mitigates many of the foregoing problems 
by replacing probe needles and contact points with wireless communication circuits. 
However, wireless testing also raises new problems which are poorly understood such as: 
What is the most suitable wireless communication technique to employ, and how well 
does it work in practice? 
xv 
 
This dissertation addresses the design and implementation of circuits to support 
wireless testing of ICs. Various wireless testing methods are investigated and evaluated 
with respect to their practicality. The research focuses on near-field capacitive 
communication because of its efficiency over the very short ranges needed during IC 
manufacture. A new capacitive channel model including chip separation, cross-talk, and 
misalignment effects is proposed and validated using electro-magnetic simulation studies 
to provide the intuitions for efficient antenna and circuit design. We propose a compact 
clock and data recovery architecture to avoid a dedicated clock channel. An analytical 
model which predicts the DC-level fluctuation due to the capacitive channel is presented. 
Based on this model, feed-forward clock selection is designed to enhance performance. A 
method to select proper channel termination is discussed to maximize the channel 
efficiency for return-to-zero signaling.  
Two prototype ICs incorporating wireless testing systems were fabricated and 
tested with the proposed methods of testing digital circuits.  Both successfully 
demonstrated gigahertz communication speeds with a bit-error rate less than 10−11. A 
third prototype IC containing analog voltage measurement circuits was implemented to 
determine the feasibility of wirelessly testing analog circuits. The fabricated prototype 
achieved satisfactory voltage measurement with 1 mV resolution. Our work demonstrates 
the validity of the proposed models and the feasibility of near- field capacitive 









In this chapter, we briefly discuss the background of wireless integrated circuit 
(IC) testing. Also, we review existing research on wireless testing, and discuss on-chip 
interconnect for three dimensional ICs (3D ICs) for comparison. Some of the material in 
this chapter appears in [45]. 
 
1.1   Motivation 
 
Generally, testing is proving the functional correctness of a product [4]. Testing of 
ICs can be regarded as a set of tasks to check the functionality of ICs. In modern IC 
manufacturing, testing is not limited to the final check for functionality. Rather, engineers 
perform multiple tests between all the major production stages to reduce overall 
manufacturing cost by removing defective products before each stage. 
IC testing methods can be categorized by their input and output signal types as 
shown in Table 1.1, which include digital and analog. For digital circuits, functionality is 
tested with a set of digital test patterns, and the output results are collected by automatic 
test equipment (ATE) to match them with the desired responses (signatures). In addition, 
operating frequency and power consumption are measured to check the performance of 
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digital ICs. For analog circuits, various analog or continuous parameters are measured 
with analog test inputs to check their functionality. If the performance of a device under 
test (DUT) meets the desired specifications, it passes the test. Thus, analog testing can be 
regarded as a performance measurement rather than matching measured outputs to 
signatures. The parameters typically measured in analog testing are voltage, current, gain, 
operation frequency, mismatch, and linearity [62].  
 
Testing is not confined to functionality checking only. Process characterization is 
another important test requirement for IC production. Characterization attempts to 
quantify the performance of a manufactured IC. It is usually applied to a new design or 
process technology. Using specially designed circuits, which differ from these of the final 
product, these circuits are designed to accurately represent key analog or digital 
parameters of the product.  
In this thesis, we refer to characterization after manufacturing as on- line 
monitoring to avoid ambiguity. Dimension mismatch, threshold voltage, temperature, 
leakage current, 
Table 1.1 Measurement parameters for IC testing. 
       
Functional test Characterization 
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parasitic capacitance and inductance, and doping fluctuation are measured before and 
after the manufacturing process. Negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) and soft-
errors can be monitored later in the field. 
In practice, the foregoing testing methods may be combined in various ways to 
ensure the functionality of the ICs. Additionally, since the overall cost can be reduced if 
we can find defective devices earlier, testing must be performed betwee n the major 
manufacturing steps. However, recent advances in IC technology dramatically increase 
the density of transistors in ICs, resulting in a steady increase in IC complexity and thus 
an increase in testing costs [72][73] 
One conventional way to reduce growing IC testing cost is the automation of 
testing. ATE is a general and highly automated tool for IC testing. It transmits test input 
patterns to the DUTs and collects responses for comparison. The ATE is usually 
equipped with a probe card which consists of multiple probe tips and interface circuits 
that form a direct electrical connection between I/O pads on the DUT and ATE, as 
depicted in Figure 1.1. Since probe tips make physical contacts with the DUT, they are 
usually designed to have sufficient elasticity so as not to deform the DUT [24][76]. The 
   
(a)                    (b ) 
 




same ATE can be used for different DUTs by replacing probe cards. Analog probe cards 
are more complex than digital, since they must support more accurate impedance 
matching and higher operating frequency [77]. 
However, conventional probe cards and probing methods have numerous 
drawbacks. As chips get more highly integrated, the number of their I/O pads tends to 
increase, as shown in Figure 1.2. Although ball grid array (BGA) and flip-chip 
technology provide more pins, the number of pins is still limited. Thus, the size and pitch 
of the probe needles used for testing should get smaller to integrate more pins in a given 
area. The small size of bonding pads and solder balls causes problems in wafer- level 
testing [46]. For such small contact points and probe needles, even minor physical 
damage from contact can cause significant probe deformation. In addition, accumulated 
debris on the probe tips interferes with testing by increasing the resistance from probe to 
wafer surface. The debris can be removed with an abrasive cleaner, but that can damage 
the probe needles.  
Increasing demand for devices with multiple chips such as system-in-packages 
(SIPs), multi-chip modules (MCMs), and three-dimensional ICs (3D ICs) makes testing 
 
                                (a)                                (b) 
  
Figure 1.2 Trends in (a) number of I/O pins and (b) I/O data rate predicted in [72]. 
 
















































with direct-contact probe cards more difficult since conventionally the probe cards do not 
support the flexible location of contact points [2]. They are unsuitable for parallel testing 
of multiple dies for the same reason. Additionally, through-silicon vias (TSVs) and 
micro-bumps for 3D ICs are more difficult to test with conventional probe cards than 
standard I/O pads because of their size and pitch [6]. Wireless testing is also 
advantageous for   3D ICs due to the fragility of TSVs and micro-bumps [46]. 
The limitations of direct-contact testing mostly derive from the physical contact 
between the wafer and the probe needles. If we could completely replace physical 
contacts with wireless communication, the foregoing problems could be greatly alleviated  
[45]. Wireless testing supports the flexibility of contact location as well, making both SIP 
testing and parallel testing possible.  
Wireless testing requires additional circuits and antennas on the die, which should 
not consume too much chip area. Additionally, the functionality of the original device 
should not be affected by the components added for testing. Electrical power also needs 
to be delivered wirelessly to completely remove wired lines during testing. However, as 
long as the number of signal pads is a significant fraction of the total number of I/O pads, 
wireless testing of signal pads with wired power can still be beneficial due to the 
significant reduction of the overall touch-down force. In addition, the data rate needs to 
be sufficiently high to support at-speed testing for state-of-the-art I/O technologies with 
gigahertz communication [68][72]. 
Wireless testing has been proposed previously [10][67]. Practical 
implementations can be found in [12][22][23][30][31][35][55][56][59][69][71][84][85], 
which analyze and demonstrate the feasibility of wireless IC testing through either 
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inductive or capacitive coupling. Also, the wireless technology suitable for testing can be 
applied to other applications such as chip-to-chip communication [11][14] 
[20][39][50]][70], package-to-board communication [7][24][40][41][42][87], wireless 
bio-medical implantable devices [3], and body area networks (BANs) 
[36][48][76][78][89]. These require short-range and low-power wireless communication 
technology, which is essential to wireless testing. A more detailed review of existing 
research will be presented in Section 1.3. 
Our goal is to design wireless IC testing systems compatible with today’s scaling 
trends. Non-contact probes can mitigate or even get rid of the problems related to 
physically contacting probe tips. These probes are used in a very short communication 
range down to tens of micrometer to achieve high efficiency, and their data rates are up to 
1 Gbps to provide sufficient bandwidth for at-speed testing [68]. 
 
1.2   Communication Technologies for Wireless Testing 
 
Three major communication methods are potentially suitable for wireless testing 
of ICs: 
 Radio frequency (RF) 
 Near field 
 Optical  
In this thesis, we use the term “RF communication” for far-field communication, and the 
term “near- field communication” only when discussing capacitive and inductive coupling 
by quasi-static electromagnetic field radiation. Optical communication transmits signals 




 RF is widely used today in various forms of wireless communication. There has 
been some research on its use for wireless testing [59]. Since RF requires integrated RF 
circuits for transmitters and receivers on a DUT, the size of the RF circuits and antennas 
is of utmost importance. Often modulation is needed to avoid interference from another 
channel. RF provides long communication range, but its silicon area overhead, including 
antenna and circuits, is considerable [16][38][59].       
In contrast to RF, near- field communication does not use wave propagation. 
Instead, it transfers energy through a quasi-static electromagnetic field. This enables the 
communicating circuits to consume relatively low power, and eliminates wave 
propagation effects like fading, reflection and phase shifting. If the distance between the 
transceivers is very small, near- field communication may be more efficient than RF 
communication due to its weak inter-channel interference [43][45]. 
Optical signals, which consist of high-frequency electromagnetic fields, are 
relatively immune to noise and interference, so one can detect optical signals without 
complex modulation and amplifier circuits. However, owing to the difficulty of 













 E & H field
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integrating optics with conventional CMOS processes and the high cost for its fabrication, 
optical communication seems unsuitable for wireless testing [43][49]. 
Taking into account circuit size, including on-chip antennas, power consumption, 
compatibility with conventional CMOS process technology and the distance between 
transceivers, RF communication and near- field communication are the most appropriate 
candidates for the wireless testing application. Both can be easily fabricated with 
conventional CMOS technology and provide reasonable communication range for testing 
purposes. 
 
1.2.1   Near-Field vs. RF Communication 
 
RF and near- field communication seem like distinct technologies, but both stem 
from the same fundamental electromagnetic effects, as shown in Figure 1.4. Whether to 
use near- field modeling or not is decided by the distance from the radiation source, and 
the frequency used. At a fixed frequency, most of the energy radiates through a quasi-
static field near the source, but electromagnetic wave propagation is the major means of 








energy transfer in the far-field zone as depicted in Figure 1.4. In this section, we present 
the results of simulation experiments, which indicate that both near- field and RF 
communication co-exist by showing a gradual transition between the near field and far 
field. For details on near- field theory, see the Appendix A.  
Figure 1.5 shows the simulated magnitude of the magnetic field H with increasing 
distance R from a 3D inductor used in a chip-to-chip communication transceiver circuit 
that we designed with IBM 0.13 µm technology. Ansoft’s HFSS v10 is used for the H 
field simulation. At a certain point, we observe that the slope of attenuation changes from       
–2.77 to –1.2, which represents approximately 1/R3 attenuation in the near field and 1/R 
in the far field. This plot shows that even the inductor, which is used for near-field 
coupling in general, can generate a far- field electromagnetic wave. There are little errors 
due to the idealized assumption that the dimension of an inductor is infinitesimal. On the 
far-field side, we can see gradual changes in the slope of the H field since the expression 
for magnetic intensity contains all lower or higher order terms, not only1/R3 or 1/R.  












































   The various existing wireless communication technologies require quite 
different antenna designs. Generally, RF antennas have a linear shape of size proportional 
to the wavelength of an RF carrier, which should have good directivity [8]. Capacitors 
and inductors used as near-field antennas are sometimes called transducers or electrodes. 
Since both near- field and RF communication experience a rapid drop in power with 
increasing distance, the communication distance plays a critical role in deciding signal 
strength in wireless testing. Fortunately, conventional ATE performs touch-downs on the 
target wafer with an accuracy measured in micrometers [44], and thus we can use very 
short communication distance to maximize efficiency.  Because electromagnetic energy is 
mostly delivered by quasi-static radiation over such a short distance, the antenna should 
be a kind of inductor or capacitor rather than a conventional RF antenna.  
   For efficient RF communication, even a carrier frequency up to tens of 
gigahertz necessitates millimeter-sized antennas which are too large to be implemented 
on a chip. Moreover, due to the propagating wave characteristics of electromagnetic field 
such as fading, reflection and multipath degradation, the required circuit size and 
complexity for RF communication must be substantial [16][38][59]. 
 
 
1.2.2 Inductive and Capacitive Coupling 
 
There are two main kinds of near- field phenomena: inductive coupling and 
capacitive coupling. Each coupling method can be seen as the dual of the other. 
Equivalent circuit models for an on-chip inductor [50] and a capacitor are shown in 





We can derive the gain of each coupled channel as follows. Cg represents the 
capacitance between metal and substrate. For inductive coupling, the capacitances C12 
and C21 between the two inductors can be ignored because they are relatively small. 
Substrate resistance Rsub1 and Rsub2 are ignored in both cases as well. If the load 
impedance RL is on the receiver node, the gain of the inductively coupled channel is as 
follows [50].  
1 2
2
2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1 (1 ) ( )
Rx
Tx g L L
j k L LV




    
          
(1.1) 
For capacitive coupling, the corresponding equation is  
2
2 1 2 21 ( ) ( ) ( )
Rx L C
Tx L g C C L g
V j R C




    
             
(1.2) 
These analytical models give us some useful insight into the design of on-chip 
coupled inductors and capacitors. High gain can be achieved by a large coupling 
coefficient k for coupled inductors, which highly depends on the number of turns, the 
area of the coils, and the distance between the two inductors. For capacitive coupling, a 
large coupling capacitance Cc leads to high gain. Permittivity, capacitor area, and plate 
   
 
 


















separation are factors that decide coupling capacitance. Because high-permittivity 
materials entail additional cost, from a design point of view inductively coupled 
communication provides more options to increase gain. For example, increasing the 
number of turns is an efficient means to get a stronger signal.  
Based on the foregoing model, the coupling capacitance can be maximized by 
using large metal plates with small separation. The inductive coupling coefficient can be 
increased when larger coils with more turns and shorter separation distance are used. The 
coupled inductors and capacitors in Figure 1.7 are both of size 30 µm × 30 µm with 20 
µm spacing, and were simulated with Ansoft’s HFSS v11. For each case, the voltage gain 
was measured, which is the output voltage divided by the input voltage. The results of a 
frequency response simulation employing simple 3D on-chip models are given in Figure 
1.8. As expected, inductive coupling shows a resonant peak in voltage gain, but the gain 
for capacitive coupling monotonically increases and has a resonant peak at a very high 
off-scale frequency. To maximize efficiency, it is desirable to use the resonant frequency 
 
Figure 1.7 3D models of (a) on-chip inductor, and (b) on-chip capacitor. 
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in inductive coupling. For capacitive coupling, using a higher frequency is better in most 
cases. 
Inductive coupling appears to have several advantages, even though the design 
and characterization of on-chip inductors are complicated, First, it is driven by current 
change, which is not limited by supply voltage and is easily provided by current-
generating circuits. Therefore, the scaling down of supply voltage and physical size of 
devices do not diminish signal strength. Second, almost no high permeability material is 
used in conventional CMOS processes; only eddy currents generated by high 
conductivity material affect the magnetic field, and are not significant. Metal wires in a 
conventional CMOS process do not contribute to eddy currents, in general, due to their 
narrow shapes. In addition, the coupling coefficient of inductive coupling can be 
increased by using higher number of turns. The increased driving strength is beneficial 
especially for 3D IC testing since it can transmit data through the substrate with sufficient 
coupling coefficient. 




















































        (a)                                                           (b) 
 
Figure 1.8 Simulated frequency response with 20 µm communication distance for (a) coupled 
inductors, and (b) coupled capacitors. 
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Capacitive coupling is another option for wireless testing owing to the easy 
implementation of capacitors: small pieces of top- layer metal can form capacitors 
between a wireless probe and a device on a wafer [10][34][69]. In addition, since a 
capacitor performs like a short circuit at high frequency, capacitive coupling is good for 
applications that need a high data rate. As shown in Figure 1.8, a capacitively-coupled 
channel does not have a resonant peak in the frequency range below 10 GHz. A key 
advantage of capacitive coupling is that it enables the reuse of bond pads as antennas. 
This greatly relaxes area constraint of added wireless circuits.  
Because of the longer communication distance of inductive coupling, it is 
attractive for SIP and MCM testing; it provides significantly longer communication range 
than capacitive coupling. For the same reason, those testing nodes can be used for on- line 
monitoring after production. For example, built- in-self- test (BIST) circuits and on-chip 
characterization circuits, which usually have poor accessibility from outside a die or 
package, can be accessed with inductively-coupled wireless testing nodes. For 
conventional wafer-level testing, capacitive coupling can be used as well, since there is 
no interfering material, and the communication distance can be kept as short as the 
passivation thickness (less than tens of micrometers). These factors relax the main 
drawbacks of capacitive coupling significantly in terms of signal strength. The gain of 
capacitive coupling is sufficiently high for such a short distance. Therefore, capacitive 
coupling is also attractive for wireless testing of non-stacked chips. We conclude that 
near-field communication via both inductive coupling and capacitive coupling is the most 




1.3   Related Work 
 
This section summarizes related research on wireless testing. Wireless 
functionality testing for digital and analog ICs and wireless characterization circuits is 
covered. Chip-to-chip communication work is also discussed, where the goal is to check 
the feasibility of short-range and low-power wireless communication rather than testing. 
 
1.3.1 Wireless Testing of Digital ICs 
 
The concept of wireless testing through near-field communication was proposed 
in [10][67]. Salzman and Knight studied capacitive coupling as a communication channel 
to address the problems of testing a multi-chip package (MCP). Known good dies (KGDs) 
should be selected before assembly to reduce manufacturing cost. However, conventional 
testing methods using probe tips are not effective for MCP testing because they do not 
support flexible contact point location. Through capacitive coupling, MCPs can be tested 
before assembly without wired connections. In addition, chip-to-chip communication and 
wireless power transfer through capacitive coupling are proposed in [11].  
 Wireless wafer probing of ICs is also discussed in [10]. That work utilizes 
capacitive coupling as a communication channel, which leads to simpler designs in terms 
of the antenna structure. Since a capacitively-coupled channel can be formed with two 
top metal plates, it relaxes the design constraints more than inductive coupling 
approaches. However, follow-up research for wireless testing has not been reported and 
no implementation of the work is given in [10]. 
The more practical circuit design and implementation aspects of wireless wafer-
level testing via capacitive coupling are demonstrated in [12][30][31][71]. Photographs 
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of two prototypes from [12] and [71] are shown in Figure 1.9. Wireless test probes were 
implemented on a membrane flexible circuit board (FCB) [12] and printed circuit board 
(PCB) [30][31]. Both show that capacitive coupling can achieve reliable gigahertz 
communication over a short communication range. In [69], capacitive coupling is formed 
between slightly shorter probe needles and standard I/O compatible on-chip pads to 
transmit data. Feasibility with cross-talk effects is discussed, but no bit-error rate 
performance is reported, and the achieved data rate is very low compared to other near-
field communication work. 
   Sellathamby et al. proposed a method of wireless testing and presented some 
experimental results in [71]. They give a detailed discussion of implementing wireless 
wafer- level testing. Near-field communication through two coupled inductors is proposed 
with simulation and measurement results. Their paper [71] also contains analysis of 
crosstalk from adjacent channels, and channel characterization results with antenna 
misalignments and varying communication distance.  
   
              
                                  (a)                                                                (b) 
 
Figure 1.9 Prototypes of wireless testing: (a) capacitive wafer-level probing [12], and (b) 
inductively-coupled non-contact probecard [71]. 
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   Moore et al. present JTAG-compatible wireless testing circuits for SIP testing in 
[56]. Compared to wafer- level testing, their implementation contains an extra wireless 
communication module for signaling between a DUT and the ATE. This wireless module 
collects signals from multiple dies in a SIP and serializes them for transmission to the 
ATE. The authors propose wireless SIP testing and present measurement results from 
implemented designs, but the information given about the implemented circuits is limited.  
   A more detailed analytical approach to channel modeling and the specification 
of a receiver can be found in [84]. This paper describes an ultra-wide band (UWB) 
transmitter and receiver using inductive coupling for wireless wafer-level testing. A 
transformer circuit model for an inductively-coupled channel with various design 
parameters such as communication range and misalignment is proposed. The circuit 
design includes a UWB transmitter and a low-noise amplifier (LNA) for the receiver.  
   In contrast to prior research, wireless testing with RF communication is studied 
in [22][59]. In [59], two transmitter/receiver architectures are presented: on-off keying 
with frequency modulation and an image rejection architecture. The communication 
range is much longer than others with near- field communication, but the size of the RF 
antenna is substantial. Also, the design requires a special IC process (InGaP/GaAs).  
 
1.3.2 Wireless Testing of Analog ICs 
 
Analog testing using wireless communication also has been proposed by several 
groups. Yoshida et al. describe a wireless voltage regulator using inductive coupling [85]. 
Although it is not yet fully developed into a complete testing system and it requires an 
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accurate on-chip reference voltage for each DUT, it shows the feasibility of wireless 
testing of analog ICs.  
   In [55][79], the feasibility of wireless on-chip characterization is also discussed. 
The simulated ring oscillator circuits generate RF signals which vary with the capacitance 
and resistance at the output node. By measuring the frequency of these RF signals, 
capacitance and resistance on the DUT can be determined. The proposed on-chip wireless 
characterization circuits can be purely contactless thanks to RF power transfer with a 
rectifier and voltage doubling circuits.  
   Measuring the matching of physical devices with RF signals has also been 
proposed [59]. Since the receiver architecture is based on symmetric circuit components, 
the resulting RF signal can be a good way to measure DUT process variation.  
 
1.3.3 Wireless Interconnect for 3D ICs 
 
An application similar to wireless testing in terms of range, power consumption, 
and circuit size is on-chip wireless interconnect for 3D ICs. Although it has fundamental 
differences from wireless testing such as design symmetry between transceivers, it is 
helpful in understanding wireless communication technologies used in short range data 
transfer. Its communication range R is confined to tens of micrometers, and it consumes 
low power and small area. Recent work on chip-to-chip communication reveals that it can 
achieve data rates up to 10 GHz via near- field methods [14][15][17][20][41][42][50-
54][70].  
   Both inductive and capacitive coupling have been proposed for chip-to-chip 
communication.  In [51], a data transfer rate of 1 Tbps with 1,024 inductively coupled 
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channels and 4-phase TDMA is demonstrated. To achieve such a high data rate with very 
low bit-error rate (BER) less than 10-12, a dynamic comparator is used in the receiver, 
which has very high gain, but requires precise clock alignment. An extra set of 
transmitter, receiver, and channel circuits is used for clock transfer. Since accurate clock 
phase alignment is essential for a dynamic comparator, phase adjustment and clock 
synchronization are critical design issues with this approach. Utilizing a few large 
inductors with bit serialization has been proposed in [53] to reduce the area consumption. 
The receiver is based on an asynchronous comparator, which doesn’t require a precisely 
aligned clock, and a 1:16 bit-serializer is used to achieve 6.4 Gbps burst mode 
transmission. 
   Other designs for capacitive coupling can be found in [15][17][20]. In [20], a 
partitioned mini-pad design is proposed to resolve misalignment issues, and capacitive 
sensor circuits are employed for misalignment measurement. A dynamic comparator is 
used for data recovery. More capacitive communication designs can be found in [17]. 
Two different designs with amplitude modulation and pulse modulation are presented and 
   
              
                                      (a)                                                                  (b) 
 
Figure 1.10 (a) Data rates, and (b) communication distance of selected prior 3D on-chip 
communication links. 




















































compared. The modulated signals are recovered with a non-clocking sense amplifier. 
Fazzi et al. propose an asynchronous bidirectional transceiver, which achieves the highest 
data rate at low power consumption [15]. Their most significant performance 
improvement is mainly due to very close separation between two metal plates and their 
use of a special process technology.  
Figure 1.10 compares several recent chip-to-chip communication designs in terms 
of data rate and communication distance. It shows that most near- field prototypes can 
achieve a data rate of up to 10 Gbps with less than 20 µm communication distance. 
Assuming a communication distance of about 10 µm, this result validates the conclusion 
that near-field communication is suitable for gigabit communication for wireless IC 
testing. 
 
1.4   Thesis Outline 
 
The main contribution of this dissertation research is to demonstrate the feasibility 
of wireless IC testing via near-field capacitive communication, which mitigates many of 
the problems associated with conventional probe card based testing. Various wireless 
testing methods are investigated and evaluated with respect to their practicality. The 
research then focuses on near- field capacitive communication because of its efficiency 
over the very short ranges needed during IC manufacture. Several prototype chips were 
fabricated and tested to validate the proposed wireless methods of testing ICs.  
In Chapter 2, we propose a new capacitive coupling model for wireless IC testing. 
We analyze the advantages and disadvantages of capacitive coupling compared to 
inductive coupling. Then, the more accurate lumped circuit model of capacitive coupling 
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is discussed. The conventional channel model of capacitive coupling only employs a 
capacitive voltage divider, which has high-pass characteristics. The proposed lumped 
model considers the separate ATE and DUT grounds and gives more accurate frequency 
response for capacitively-coupled channels. In addition, the effect of misalignment and 
cross-talk from adjacent channels is analyzed.  
Chapter 3 presents a prototype capacitively-coupled communication link for 
wireless IC testing based on the proposed channel model. It has two unique features: first, 
it reuses the antenna as a bond pad after testing since the I/O bond pad is suitable for 
capacitive coupling due to its shape. Second, it delivers both clock and data signals at the 
same time through a single wireless channel. The interconnection complexity, especially 
at the ATE side, may cause significant timing uncertainty. The self-clocked pulse-width 
modulation (PWM) signals in the prototype enable a relatively simple clock and data 
recovery (CDR) architecture, and there is no need for an additional clock channel for 
retiming. 
In Chapter 4, the second prototype of capacitive links is discussed. It includes the 
effect of electro-static discharge (ESD) protection circuits on the receiver side, and 
measurement results from a die- level experiment are presented. The new prototype 
supports adjustable transmitter power and pulse position modulation (PPM) with return-
to-zero (RZ) signaling. The reduced channel gain due to the ESD protection circuits can 
be compensated by raised transmitter power. PPM RZ signals provide a simple CDR as 
well, and enable flexible symbol design with a counter-based majority voting 
demodulator. Electrical alignment measurement circuits are also implemented to assist 
fine die- level alignment. 
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In Chapter 5, a prototype design of analog voltage measurement circuits that use 
capacitive coupling is discussed. The prototype wirelessly delivers voltage measured on-
chip to a tester with two UWB pulses. Due to the high accuracy of off-chip timing 
measuring equipment, the on-chip circuitry can be relatively compact and simple. The 
impact of the wireless channel on non- linearity and distortion is evaluated and compared 
to the wired case.  
The contributions of this thesis and suggestions for future work are outlined in 
Chapter 6. The major contributions include a new capacitive channel model accounting 
for the effects of cross-talk, DC-level fluctuation, and misalignment; a compact CDR 
architecture for wireless IC testing; two fabricated test chips to validate our models and 
architecture; and a method of on-chip analog voltage measurement. Wireless power 
transfer for IC testing, wireless built- in-self-test (BIST) circuits, and automatic control of 








In this chapter, wireless testing of integrated circuits (ICs) via capacitive coupling 
is evaluated by means of several analytical models. As we have seen in the previous 
chapter, despite the fact that direct-contact probing is the standard testing practice in the 
IC industry, this approach is likely to become less effective and more costly in the future. 
We propose wireless testing via capacitive coupling to minimize the additional area for 
antennas. The material in this chapter appears in [34]. 
 
2.1   Introduction 
 
Since probe tips physically touch down on a wafer, they undergo contact point 
deformation and debris accumulates on the probe tips [44]. Scaling trends also make 
probe card testing less suitable for future ICs. As devices scale down, the size and pitch 
of I/O pads gradually shrink as well, requiring very small contact points. Higher I/O 
signal frequency is also problematic for probe-card testing. To minimize the time spent 
on the ATE, at-speed testing is desirable. However, scaling trends require very high I/O 
frequency for at-speed testing [72]. High-frequency probe tips need careful 
characterization for impedance matching, which is yet another cost- increasing factor.  
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Wireless wafer-level testing has been proposed as an alternative, where the goal is 
to replace physical contact points (bond pads) with wireless channels and antennas. Both 
digital and analog signals can be transmitted through the wireless channe ls. Power can 
also be delivered either via wireless communication or wired power lines. By reducing or 
eliminating physical touch-downs, many of the problems associated with direct-contact 
probing can be greatly alleviated.  
We present several new analytical models for on-chip capacitive coupling. They 
can be used for channel performance prediction and antenna design. Based on these 
models, cross-talk and misalignment can be analyzed as well. This chapter is organized 
as follows. In Section 2.2, capacitive and inductive coupling are compared. Analytical 
models for capacitive-coupled test channels are presented in Section 2.3. Cross-talk from 
adjacent channels is discussed in Section 2.4. Misalignment simulation results are given 
in Section 2.5. Finally, Section 2.6 presents our conclusions on the feasibility of 
capacitively-coupled wireless testing. 
 
2.2   Coupling Techniques for Wireless Testing 
 
Wafer- level testing requires very short communication range, making it well-
suited to near- field methods. As noted earlier, a wafer and a tester can be as close as a 
few micrometers. Near-field antennas are more efficient than the linear-shaped antennas 
needed for RF communication in the near- field zone. In addition, near-field 
communication does not suffer from wave propagation effects like reflection and multi-




We decided to focus on capacitive coupling for our wireless wafer- level testing 
study. The antennas for capacitive communication can be formed with a simple planar 
shape in the top metal layer, which reduces the design complexity significantly. Also, we 
already have shown in Chapter 1 that the capacitive coupling provides sufficient gain 
with a very short communication distance. A comparison of relevant previously 
published work is presented in Table 2.1. Capacitive coupling can achieve very high data 
rate with face-to-face chip stacking because the communication distance can be shorter 
than 5 µm. Also, capacitive antennas can be reused for wirebonding after testing so that 
area consumption is minimized. Inductive coupling, on the other hand, can achieve a 
longer communication range, but consumes more area for coils [54]. All capacitive 
techniques can achieve data rates higher than 1 Gbps with very low BER due to the 
relatively short communication distance. Together, these examples support the case for 




Table 2.1 Performance comparison of various prior chip-level wireless communication systems. 
 
 
Gu et al., 2007 
ISSCC [17] 
Daito et al., 2010 
ISSCC [12] 
Kim et al., 2010 
3DIC [31]  
Miura et al., 2011 
ISSCC [54] 
Basic  technology Capacitive Capacitive Capacitive Inductive 
Application Chip-to-chip IC Testing IC Testing Chip-to-chip 
Energy/bit 0.27pJ/b 2pJ/b 0.47pJ/b 0.145pJ/b 
Data rate/channel 10Gbs/ch 1Gbs/ch 15Gbs/ch 1.1Gbs/ch 
BER <10-12 <10-12 <10-12 <10-12 
Process 0.18µm CMOS 90nm CMOS 65nm CMOS 65nm CMOS 
Range R 3µm 4µm 4µm 20µm 





2.3 Circuit Model of Capacitive Coupling 
 
Two capacitively-coupled metal plates can be modeled by the following ideal 




                                                    (2.1) 
where A is the capacitor area, R is the plate separation, and ε is the permittivity of 
medium. This is a simplified model in which fringing effects along the edges of the metal 
plates are ignored. Thus, it is only valid when the plates are infinitesimally thin, and the 
separation between them is relatively small. In reality, the metal plates have a non-zero 
thickness that cannot be ignored in practice. This thickness contributes to fringing 
capacitance and increases overall capacitance between the two plates. More accurate 
capacitance models can be found in [47][87]. In [87], Yuan and Trick model metal plates 
with non-zero thickness as a combination of ideal plates and two cylindrical sidewalls. 
Therefore their model is only valid for when the thickness is relatively small. A 
capacitance model of even greater accuracy can be found in [47]. This model widens the 
valid thickness range by adding E-field effects from the top surface. However, compared 
to Yuan and Trick’s model, it is an experimental model with less analytical justification.  
We carried out a number of simulation experiments using Ansoft’s HFSS v11, an 
electromagnetic field solver. With an on-chip 3D model of the coupled plates, the 
coupling capacitance Cc was extracted. For the simulations, two on-chip 92 µm × 52 µm 
sized metal plates were placed with varying separations.  The HFSS-simulated results are 
compared with various analytical capacitance models in Figure 2.1. All capacitance 
models match well for separation shorter than 10 µm, but they become inaccurate above 
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10 µm separation. While van der Meijs and Fokkema’s model [47] yields the result 
closest to the extracted capacitance, the ideal plate model is still comparable with a very 
short separation 1/10 of the size of metal plates. In addition, since the ideal model always 
underestimates the capacitance, it can be used for a quick estimation of the worst-case.  
Another issue for on-chip capacitance modeling is the permittivity ε of the 
medium between the two metal plates. Since there is no blocking material between a 
DUT on a wafer and the tester, the medium can be modeled as vacuum with ε = ε0. In 
practice, the metal plates are usually implemented with the last metal layer of the IC 
process. There is a passivation layer above the last metal layer, which has permittivity 
around 3.4. Therefore, for better accuracy, the on-chip capacitive coupling model should 
include the effect of the passivation layer. As for the ideal capacitance model, the vacuum 
model can be used as the worst-case assumption for a quick estimation. Then, a more 
accurate model can be used for more exact analysis.  
   
              








































The voltage transfer function of on-chip capacitive coupling given in (1.2) can be 
further simplified. If the series resistance of the metal plates is ignored, the transfer 







                                                 
(2.2) 
Here, Cc is the coupling capacitance between the metal plates, and Cg is the capacitance 
to ground. As discussed, higher Cc is desirable to achieve higher voltage gain, and can be 
modeled with the ideal capacitance model.  
The use of separate grounds for the DUT and tester are also critical in modeling. 
An ideal common ground is assumed for the on-chip voltage transfer function in both 
(1.2) and (2.2). However, in reality both chips have different grounds, and these different 
grounds may affect channel gain significantly. For example, if there is no closed current 
return path, a very large current loop will cause substantial parasitic inductance, which 
lowers the resonant frequency, and may render of the entire system unstable. To avoid 
this, AC grounds should be placed on-chip to provide current return paths for high 
frequency signals.  
A more accurate voltage transfer function including current return paths and AC 
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LR and CR are added parasitic inductance and capacitance from the return paths 
and grounds. LR is mainly determined by wirebonding inductance and off-chip signal 
traces. CR can be minimized when larger AC-ground pad and shorter separation are used. 
The lumped circuit model is depicted in Figure 2.2. Based on this new model, we can 
conclude that parasitic inductance from the current return paths should be kept as small as 
possible, and the capacitive coupling of the AC ground should be large enough to support 
good current returns. Since the combination of these parasitics can cause resonance, their 





              









              
Figure 2.2 More accurate on-chip capacitor model with current return paths. 
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system stability. When this condition is met, the more accurate model can be 
approximated by the simpler voltage divider model in (2.2).  
A 3D model of an on-chip capacitor with 95 µm × 52 µm metal plates shown in 
Figure 2.3 was simulated using HFSS v11. As Figure 2.4 shows, the HFSS-extracted gain 
matches well with the hand-calculated gain from an ideal plate model for small 
separation distances. For wider separation (over 15 µm), the difference gets larger since 
the ideal plate model underestimates fringing effects.  
 
2.4 Cross-Talk Analysis 
 
Although near- field radiation is only strong enough at very short range, cross-talk 
from adjacent channels is still a critical source of interference. The worst-case scenario of 
adjacent channel interference is depicted in Figure 2.5.  
When a transmitter TX drives a target receiver RX, there are two possible 
interference sources from adjacent channels: one on the same chip and one on the other 
chip. Since a channel is configured for unidirectional communication, only one case is 
   
              
Figure 2.4 Gain vs. plate separation for capacitive coupling.  





















possible at any time. Between the two cases, the aggressors from the same chip degrade 
channel gain more than those from the other chip due to large metal plate separation and 
small overlapping area. Most fringing capacitance is screened by the metal plates, and the 
distance to aggressors on the same chip is always shorter. Thus, the cross-talk 
capacitance Ccr2 and Ccr4 should be added to the voltage transfer function to estimate the 
effect of cross-talk.  
If we assume the worst case, the cross-talk capacitance needs to be doubled due to 
the Miller effect. If the two coupled nodes switch in opposite directions at the same time, 
the effective coupling capacitance also is doubled. The voltage transfer function with 
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(2.4) 
 where   2 4= +2 +p g cr crC C C C
 
The effect of cross-talk contributes to the overall 
capacitance to ground, and results in reduced voltage gain.  
Fortunately, the sidewalls of the metal plates used for capacitive coupling are 
quite small. Fringing effects from the top and bottom sides are blocked by other metal 














              
Figure 2.5 Cross-talk model for on-chip capacitive coupling.  
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an adjacent channel is expected to be relatively small compared to the coupling 
capacitance Cc and the parasitic capacitance to ground Cg. Extracted passive element 
values are shown in Table 2.2. 
HFSS simulations were conducted for the same metal plates (95 µm × 52 µm) 
shown in Figure 2.3 with lateral spacing of 17 µm, which is the minimum spacing from 
the design rules for I/O pads. The overall capacitance from cross-talk, 2 × (Ccr2 + Ccr4) 
was found to be less than 1 fF. As shown in Figure 2.6, the simulated Cc and Cg were 8 fF 
and 25.6 fF, respectively, at a separation of 5 µm. As expected, Cg and Ccr2 + Ccr4 remain 
almost the same at wider separation. Both capacitance types increase with increasing 
separation due to less screening effect from metal plates on the other chip. 
   
              
Figure 2.6 Simulated capacitance vs. plate separation. 






























Table 2.2 Extracted passive element values from EM simulation with 10 µm separation.  
 
Cc 5.43 fF 
Cg 26.73 fF 
Ccr2, Ccr4 0.35 fF 
CR 20.7 fF* 
LR 1 nH * 
* The AC-ground pad is assumed 4× larger than a coupling pad.  
* Parasitic inductance is assumed for 1-mm wire-bonding. 
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Cc continuously decreases with increasing separation.  
From the simulation results in Figure 2.7, we can conclude that the effect of cross-
talk is not substantial in capacitive coupling. However, since the cross-talk highly 
depends on metal plate size and spacing, careful analysis must be done for correct 
channel characterization. 
 
2.5 Misalignment Tolerance 
 
Since a conventional probe card tester can touch down on a wafer with 
micrometer precision, misalignment of the channel plates in a capacitively-coupled tester 
may not be a serious problem. Nevertheless, an analysis of plate alignment is still worth 
doing to determine the minimum lateral spacing of different channels and reduce the 
potential cost of high-precision alignment. Like cross-talk, misalignment manifests itself 
as a change in capacitance. In most cases, misalignment greatly affects coupling 
capacitance, and so results in gain degradation. In contrast, the parasitic capacitance to 
ground remains essentially unchanged.  
   
              
Figure 2.7 Gain comparison with cross-talk effects. 























The same 3D capacitor model with 5 µm separation has been used for a HFSS 
simulation of misalignment. The y- location of the top metal plate was changed from 0 µm 
to 50 µm. Since the width of the metal plate is assumed to be 52 µm, a y-direction sweep 
covers most cases of misalignment. Figure 2.8 shows the simulated results. As 
misalignment increases, the coupling capacitance becomes smaller. However, even for 50  
µm misalignment, the capacitance does not decrease significantly with no overlapping of 
the metal plates.  
 
   
              
Figure 2.9 Gain vs. misalignment. 
















   
              
Figure 2.8 Coupling capacitance vs. misalignment.  























Compared to the results of cross-talk simulation with similarly located plates, the 
coupling capacitance is quite substantial. This is believed to be because of fringing 
effects. There is no material which screens fringing capacitance between diagonally 
placed plates. Thus, the top and bottom surface of the metal plates can exhibit capacitive 
coupling in spite of almost no overlapping area.  
The effect of misalignment on channel gain is shown in Figure 2.9. Even with the 
maximum misalignment, the gain decreases by only 2 dB. We can therefore conclude that 





Wireless testing is an alternative to direct-contact testing of ICs that greatly 
reduces the costs associated with probe employment and wear. Due to the very short 
communication range required, capacitive coupling seems the most feasible wireless 
communication technology for this application. We have presented analytical models and 
simulation results that support the validity of this approach. They demonstrate that the 








              
Figure 2.10 Proposed wireless tester. 
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and misalignment results indicate that capacitive coupling experiences relatively low 
adjacent channel interference, and has good misalignment tolerance. In summary, 
capacitively-coupled wireless testing of the kind depicted in Figure 2.10 offers an 
attractive alternative to conventional wafer probing.  
Of course, there are other issues that need to be addressed to make wireless 
testing at the wafer level practical.  These include tester reconfiguration, wireless power 
transfer, and low-power test circuits.  These issues can be mitigated by various circuit 
techniques. For example, tester reconfiguration may be implemented using a shared 
channel with various multiple-access schemes such as time division multiple access 
(TDMA) or code division multiple access (CDMA). Wireless power transfer through 
capacitively-coupled channels has been proposed in [11], but the deliverable power is 
still very limited. Therefore, we propose a hybrid approach. The data links are based on 
wireless communication, but the wired power connections are assumed. Although power 
connections usually remain wired, it is still very beneficial to reduce the number of I/O 











This chapter presents a single-channel I/O link intended for wireless integrated 
circuit testing via capacitive coupling. A wireless testing system with a simple CDR 
architecture based on the proposed capacitive channel model is presented. DC-level 
fluctuation from PWM is estimated from an analytical model. The measurement data 
from a fabricated prototype chip validate the model and its predicted performance. The 
material in this chapter appears in [35]. 
 
3.1   Introduction 
 
Wireless testing requires extra circuits and antennas on the die, which should not 
consume too much chip area. Additionally, the functionality of the original device should 
not be affected by the components added for testing. Electrical power also needs to be 
delivered wirelessly to completely remove wired lines during testing. However, as long 
as the number of signal pads is a significant fraction of the to tal number of I/O pads, 
wireless testing only of signal pads with wired power can still be beneficial due to the 
significant reduction of the touch-down force [69]. In addition, the data rate needs to be 
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sufficiently high to support at-speed testing for state-of-the-art I/O technologies with 
gigahertz communication [72]. 
We propose a wireless testing scheme based on capacitive coupling as shown in 
Figure 3.1. Although inductive coupling supports a longer communication distance, 
capacitive coupling is more practical for probe card replacement in ATE. First, the 
communication distance of wireless testing can be very short since there is only a 
passivation layer between a tester and DUTs, which is usually less than 10 µm thick. The 
channel gain of capacitive coupling is comparable to that of inductive links at such short 
communication distances [34]. Second, capacitive coupling can be implemented with I/O 
bond pads as the antennas. As depicted in Figure 3.1, if we reuse this antenna as a normal 
wired bond pad after wireless testing, there is no additional area requirement. In contrast, 
inductive coupling requires dedicated transformers, which require complex design 
techniques and considerable additional area.  
Capacitively-coupled I/O links have been proposed for various applications: long-
range on-chip communication [19][74], 3D chip-to-chip communication [15][17], and 
 
Wireless IC testing
Std. I/O compatible 
wireless pads
Wirebonded & 
packaged KGDs   
              
Figure 3.1 Proposed capacitively-coupled wireless IC testing with bond pads compatible with 
standard I/O cells. 
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wireless IC testing [12][30][31][34][69]. Most of them demonstrate gigahertz data rates 
with synchronous or asynchronous communications, but all require an additional clock 
channel. In order to use bond pads as antennas, single-channel communication with CDR 
is necessary.  
To implement a single-channel link, we propose utilizing PWM to embed a clock 
into the data stream. Bit-slicing by multi-phase clocks generated through a delay- locked 
loop (DLL) can be used for data regeneration from PWM signals. However, PWM 
signaling introduces DC offsets at the receiver because PWM symbols are not DC-
balanced. Due to limited gain and bandwidth of the receiver amplifier, the DC level 
fluctuation is reflected as a pulse-width change after amplification. Since PWM encodes 
data bits in the pulse width, this fluctuation eventually affects the bit-decisions of the 
receiver. In [9], ternary DC-balanced symbols are used to mitigate the DC fluctuation. 
However, three symbols are used to express binary numbers, which sacrifices data rate 
for BER reduction. The decision feedback equalization (DFE) technique was introduced 
in [21] to address this issue as well, but it requires power- and area-consuming analog 
implementation.  
Instead, we propose a feed-forward clock selector, which dynamically chooses 
proper clocks for bit-slicing based on prior data bits. Binary symbols make the modulator 
on the transmitter side relatively simple. The clock selector is implemented with all-
digital circuits so that it can leverage further technology scaling. The proposed prototype 






A data rate up to 900 Mbps has been achieved with a prototype chip intended for 
capacitive wireless IC testing. A BER of <10−13 was measured with the proposed DLL 
bit-slicer with feed-forward clock selection. The capacitive channel was emulated with 
surface-mounted capacitors on a PCB.  
  
3.2 Channel Modeling and Modulation 
 
This section describes an analytical lumped model for the single-channel 
capacitive link. The capacitive channel is simulated with an electro-magnetic (EM) 
simulator. In addition, PWM signaling and DC-fluctuation due to DC-unbalanced PWM 
will be discussed.  
 
3.2.1 Capacitive Channel Model 
 
The voltage transfer function of capacitive coupling can be specified with passive 
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Cc represents the coupling capacitance between a transmitter (TX) and a receiver 
(RX). Both transmitter and receiver ports have parasitic capacitances to ground, which 
are denoted as Cg_t and Cg in Figure 3.2. Since the DUT and ATE have different designs, 
these ground capacitances are different. RRX is the input impedance of the receiver. CR 
and LR are parasitic elements due to current return paths. CR is intentionally placed for 
AC ground coupling to reduce the effect of LR caused by a long current return path. This 
model is based on (2.2), but it includes the RX input impedance, RRX. To check how H(s) 
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Here, k, l, and m are positive constants independent of RRX. Since (3.2) is always 
positive for positive values of RRX, the voltage gain of the channel monotonically 
increases with increasing RRX. Therefore, to maximize the channel voltage gain, input 
impedance RRX should be kept as large as possible. Assuming infinitely large RRX, H(s) 
becomes identical to (2.2). 
A simplified plot of the frequency response for the model is shown in Figure 3.3. 
The high-pass cutoff frequency of the voltage transfer function is given by RRX × (Cc + 
Cg). Parasitic inductance LR contributes to resonance and makes the channel gain 
dramatically decrease at the resonant frequency. Small LR is desirable for a wide 
frequency band around a target frequency in order to push the resonance to a very high 
frequency.  At the same time, large CR is preferred to mitigate the effect of LR by 
canceling the resonant null. Between the first high-pass cutoff frequency and the resonant 
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(3.3) 
where RRX is very large and parasitic effects are ignored. The voltage gain is roughly 
proportional to the ratio of Cc to Cc + Cg. Based on (3.3), Cc should be kept large enough 
to make the voltage gain high. Since the channel gain is a ratio of capacitances, as long as 
the ratio is the same, we can achieve the same channel gain with different capacitance 
values. Due to difficulties in alignment of the prototype ICs in our test setup, surface-
mounted capacitors on a PCB were used to emulate a capacitive channel between a DUT 
and ATE. Because of the parasitic capacitance from package and PCB trace, the 
measured lowest gain of a capacitive channel for proper operation is –14 dB when we use 
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a 500 fF capacitor for Cc and Cg. From simulation and back calculation, an actual Cg of 
2.5 pF is expected due to added parasitic capacitance.  
EM simulations (using Ansoft HFSS v11) with the standard I/O 3D model were 
conducted to compare the measured channel gain from emulation with surface-mounted 
capacitors. The worst-case cross-talk scenario in Chapter 2 is also considered in the 
simulation. The bond pad model is made of an aluminum layer with a thickness of 4 µm 
and area of 65 µm × 117 µm, as shown in Figure 3.4. Adjacent channels are placed with a 
17 µm lateral spacing, which is the minimum spacing allowed by the design rules for I/O 
pads. A long ground plate of area 40 µm × 419 µm is used  to provide good AC current 
return paths, which reduces the effect of parasitic inductance. After wireless testing, these 
plates are used as shared ground strips for the standard I/O pads. The –14dB gain is 
equivalent to the EM simulated gain with 12 µm separation between the DUT and ATE, 








Aluminum plate of 65 
µm × 117 µm
AC ground platesfor current returnwhich form CR (419 µm × 40 µm)
Lateral spacing of 
17 µm
  
              




from cross-talk was simulated as well. Cross-talk capacitance extracted from simulation 
results was included in the proposed lumped model, and the resulting degradation of 
voltage gain was calculated. The overall cross-talk capacitance of 2 × (Ccr2 + Ccr4) is less 
than 1 fF, which is less than 5% of Cg, and the resulting degradation of the voltage gain is 
less than 1 dB. The effect of cross-talk is expected to be negligible, but it highly depends 
on the pad size and separation. 
Extracted passive element values with 12 µm distance are shown in Table 3.1. 
With these values, the high-pass cutoff frequency is calculated as around 150 MHz, and 
the resonant frequency is calculated as 20.6 GHz. Targeting a 1 Gbps data rate for 
   
              



























Table 3.1 Detailed passive element values from EM simulation with 12 µm spacing.  
 
Cc 5.58 fF 
Cg 22.4 fF 
Ccr2, Ccr4 0.8 fF 
CR 8 fF 
LR 1 nH * 
RRX 40 kΩ** 
* Parasitic inductance is assumed for 1-mm wire-bonding. 




wireless IC testing, the channel response is relatively flat around the target frequency. 
The simulated overall frequency response is plotted in Figure 3.5.  
 
3.2.2 Pulse Width Modulation 
 
For both very high-speed wired and wireless communication, synchronization is 
of the utmost importance since demodulation and data recovery highly depend on clock 
timing. For the interface from the front-end capacitive links to the ATE design, most 
interconnections will be implemented on PCBs or off-chip cables, which significantly 
contribute to parasitic capacitance and inductance. In addition, the number of I/O pins is 
already more than several thousand and is constantly increasing [72]. Therefore, timing 
uncertainty in high-speed signals for a wireless IC tester has a significant impact on 
reliable communication. A reference clock could be sent through an extra channel 
independent of the data channel to resolve timing issues, but in wireless IC testing, such 
an additional channel is area-consuming, and the interconnections from the added clock 
channel to other data channels may be unrealistic. Instead, we propose using PWM, 
which modulates data based on the pulse-width change. The rising edge contains clock 
information, and data are modulated at the location of the falling edges in the time 
domain. Thus we lose 50% of the signal for clock synchronization. However, the PWM 
simplifies the receiver design by removing the requirement of synchronization based on a 
complex phase- locked loop (PLL) because rising edges contain the embedded clock 
information. If a DLL with a positive-edge sensitive phase detector locks to a 1-cycle 
delayed version of the input PWM signal, proper rising edges can be used for bit-decision. 
Also, PWM signals are advantageous due to less cross-talk from adjacent channels. Data 
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are encoded on the locations of falling edges, and rising edges are all synchronized in 
PWM signals. Therefore, there is no worst-case Miller coupling capacitance between 
adjacent channels due to no simultaneous switching in opposite directions. With PWM, 
Cg can be re-written as Cg = Cg_original  +  Ccr2  + Ccr4, and therefore there is less cross-talk 
effect on the voltage gain. 
The proposed bit symbols are depicted in Figure 3.6. A 25% duty cycle represents 
‘0’, and a 75% is for ‘1’. Since these symbols are not DC-balanced, the DC level of the 
received signals fluctuates with the data pattern as shown in Figure 3.7. The maximum 
fluctuation is analyzed in the next section. In the worst case, the signal level shifts by a 
maximum of ±0.25Vpp. Since the target data rate is 1 Gbps, the pulse width of 
  




              
Figure 3.7 Illustration of signal level fluctuation, (a) DC-balanced 50% duty-cycled signals, (b) 













              




symbol ‘0’ is 250 ps, and the pulse width of symbol ‘1’ is 750 ps. Due to the limited gain 
and bandwidth of the receiver amplifier, the DC-level fluctuation is reflected as pulse-
width fluctuations after finite-bandwidth amplification.  
 
3.2.3 Estimation of Pulse-Width Variation 
 
The DC level of PWM signals will move up and down at the receiver depending 
on data values. As shown in Figure 3.8, the DC level of the original PWM symbol with 
25% duty cycle is moved by 0.25Vpp from the center. Furthermore, assuming that a 
capacitive channel is simplified as the first-order high-pass transfer function, the DC 
level of PWM signals highly depends on time constant, τ.  The quantity β·A is defined as 
the DC voltage level from the initial value where A is the peak-to-peak signal amplitude. 
The PWM signals passed through the channel decay exponentially with the first-order 
high-pass characteristic, and the resulting DC level sets where the integration of the 
symbol over one period equals zero. With these relationships, we can represent β with a 
duty cycle factor α, the period of the symbol T, the time constant of the channel τ, and the 















              




















                                                 (3.4) 
With (3.4), we expect DC-level offsets from the center line with different T/τ 
values as plotted in Figure 3.9 assuming a period of T = 1 ns. The DC-offset factor γ is 
defined in (3.5) as a DC offset from a half of the peak-to-peak amplitude voltage, where 
Δ is the voltage drop of the pulse due to the high-pass characteristic of the channel in 
Figure 3.8. 
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(3.5) 
To estimate DC-level fluctuations, pulse-width variation was simulated in Matlab. 
The simulation uses an ideal low-pass amplifier with pass-band gain G and a 1.5 GHz 
cutoff frequency. The pulse width is measured at the output of a comparator, which has a 
reference voltage of 400 mV. This reference level also corresponds to the approximate 
threshold voltage of an inverter in 0.13 μm CMOS. To maximize the variation in the DC 













              




level, a long run of ‘1’ symbols is passed through the channel and the amplifier, followed 
by a run of ‘0’ symbols.  
The simulation results for varying T/τ are shown in Figure 3.10(a). If T/τ is larger 
than 0.8, the amplifier cannot regenerate pulse-width information since the ideal 
comparator cannot detect the pulse-width change. The channel is highly band- limited in 
this case, and the output looks like an impulse without pulse-width information. 
Therefore, T/τ larger than 0.8 cannot be used for PWM signals. When T/τ is smaller than 
0.05, the pulse-width change saturates at the maximum value of 254 ps. Meanwhile, 
Figure 3.10(b) shows the number of pulses required to maximize the variation in the DC 
offset. It turns out that the time to achieve the maximum variation is inversely 
proportional to T/τ. 
These observations for the maximum pulse-width variation and the number of 
pulses for the maximum variation can be employed to improve the BER performance of 
the demodulator. To mitigate the effect of pulse-width changes, we propose a feed-





















































        (a)                                                              (b) 
              
Figure 3.10 Matlab simulation results of (a) the maximum pulse-width variation, and (b) the 




forward clock selector which dynamically avoids incorrect bit decisions by predicting 
pulse-width changes from previous data patterns. The feed-forward clock selector was 
designed with the estimated variation above. A proper T/τ value for relatively simple 
circuit implementations is chosen based on the following strategy.  
A large T/τ is not always helpful since the voltage level decays too quickly for the 
comparator to function correctly. In this case, the recovered PWM signals do not contain 
pulse-width information. As we have shown above, a T/τ of less than 0.8 is appropriate. A 
large T/τ sacrifices the pulse amplitude as well. A small RRX value is required to increase 
T/τ for a fixed Cc + Cg value as shown in (3.2), which means that the signals suffer from 
more attenuation.  
However, if T/τ is too small, the output results in a large variation of pulse widths 
and a slow step response in the channel. Therefore, it is difficult to predict the 
instantaneous change of the DC level with relatively short data patterns. For example, a 
T/τ of less than 0.05 requires a run of more than 13 bits to have the maximum pulse-width 
variation. In this case, the feed-forward selector needs to store and process at least 13 bits 
for accurate DC-offset prediction. 
Based on this analysis, a value of 0.15 was selected for T/τ considering on-chip 
implementation of RRX and Cc + Cg. The trade-off between the maximum pulse-width 
variation and the received signal amplitude was also investigated while choosing the T/τ 
value. After four consecutive bits, the pulse-width change is saturated at the estimated 
maximum value. Although the resulting τ contributes to the pulse-width change by up to 
194 ps, this effect can be minimized with a relatively simple feed-forward clock selector. 




3.3 Overall Architecture 
 
This section presents the circuit implementation of the proposed I/O link. It 
covers a PWM transmitter, and a DLL-based bit-slicing receiver with a 1-cycle phase 
detector and a feed-forward clock selector. 
 
3.3.1 PWM Transmitter 
 
The transmitter consists of a PWM modulator and a pad driver. Figure 3.11 
describes the PWM modulator that modulates non-return-to-zero (NRZ) signals. The pad 
driver is shown in Figure 3.13. A conventional current-starved delay line is used to 
generate a fixed delay t, which can be tuned by a 7-bit off-chip digital code. The clock is 
delayed by t and 2t, and divided by two, as denoted by A and B in Figure 3.12. After 
delayed versions of the clock with half frequency are generated, an XOR-based edge 
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combiner selects proper edges for PWM symbols ‘0’ and ‘1’. For example, both the 
rising and falling edge of A and B are combined to generate symbol ‘0’, and edges of C 
and Ā are selected for symbol ‘1’. The output multiplexer then chooses the right symbols 
based on the re-timed NRZ data. 
The pad driver in Figure 3.13 is a digital inverter chain supporting tri-state outputs 
for the reconfiguration of the transmitter and receiver. It supports on, ground, and high 
impedance modes. When an I/O link is configured as a receiver, the pad driver is 
configured as high impedance so as not to affect the receiver operation. In transmit mode, 





              










              




voltage at the input to a receiver. The inverters are carefully sized to drive capacitive 
loading from parasitic and electro-static discharge (ESD) protection circuits.  
 
3.3.2 DLL-Based Receiver 
 
Figure 3.14 shows the block diagram of the DLL-based receiver. It consists of a 
receiver amplifier, a DLL, and a bit-slicer with a feed-forward clock selector. The 
schematic of the receiver amplifier is given in Figure 3.15. For the PCB-level emulation 
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higher τ than the value estimated in the previous section. To resolve this, the amplifier 
consists of the low-pass pre-amplifier and the band-pass second amplifier. The high-pass 
cutoff frequency of the band-pass amplifier is set to the expected τ. 
The input port of the pre-amplifier is directly connected to the gate of one of the 
input transistors to maximize the input impedance and the received signal amplitude. 
Since a capacitively-coupled channel model is basically a voltage divider, the input 
impedance of the receiver should be as large as possible to maximize received signal 
swings. The other input for a differential pair is grounded with an internal DC reference 
voltage. For the second stage, a resistive feedback inverter is used due to its self-biasing 
characteristic and small area consumption. The overall gain of the multi-stage amplifier is 
around 27.2 dB and the 3-dB bandwidth is from 150 MHz to 1.5 GHz. At the output of 
the amplifier, an inverter chain regenerates the amplified signals to full-swing digital 
signals. 
The DLL-based demodulator is shown in Figure 3.16. For details of CDR with 
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rail-to-rail, a DLL locks to its 1-cycle delayed version, since a phase detector (PD) is only 
sensitive to rising edges. The DLL generates multi-phase delayed clocks in between the 
incoming signals and the 1-cycle delayed version. If we choose the proper clock edges 
placed in the middle of the range where data are encoded, a positive edge-sensitive flip-
flop can demodulate PWM to NRZ signals. The multi-phase clocks can also be used to 
reduce the BER. We take 5 different phased clocks and reconstruct 5 NRZ signals used in 
a majority voter to determine the received bit. The overall DLL-based demodulation 
process is depicted in Figure 3.16. 
The elements of a voltage controlled delay line (VCDL) are implemented with 
conventional current-starved delay cells. Generally, an XOR-based PD and VCDL with 
an initial delay of around one cycle can be used in order to make the DLL lock to a 1-
cycle delayed version of the incoming signal. However, this approach is prone to a 
harmonic- locking problem, and a VCDL with a long initial delay consumes substantial 
area. Instead, we propose a 1-cycle PD; a modified version of a phase frequency detector  
(PFD), as illustrated in Figure 3.17. The PFD starts comparing phase when the rst_initial 
signal is deasserted. However, the proposed PD still remains off and starts its operation 
just after the first rising edge passes due to the added flip-flop at the bottom. It moves the 
locking phase from 0 to 2π, and forces the delayed output to lock to the second rising 
edge.  
In Figure 3.17, a conventional PFD is shown that keeps pushing a delayed version 
of the clock forward with an UP signal. However, the proposed 1-cycle PD skips the first 
rising edge of the clock and delays it by asserting a DN signal, resulting in 1-cycle 
locking. UP and DN control signals from the proposed PD convert this phase information 
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to voltage using the current-steering charge pump  (CP) with a regulated output node, as 
proposed in [86], which provides low phase offset since it regulates the drain voltage of 
dummy switching transistors to output node voltage to maintain constant current.  
Once the DLL locks to the 1-cycle delayed versions of the PWM signal, a total of 
seven different phased clocks are generated by the VCDL and are used for bit decisions. 
Among the seven outputs from the bit-slicing flip-flops, five are chosen by the feed-
forward clock selector, and a bit decision is made by majority voting from these five. The 
loop filter is made from a 1 pF on-chip metal- insulator-metal (MIM) capacitor, and the 
CP is implemented with 40 µA current. 
Measured results of the implemented DLL are shown in Figure 3.18. The 
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filter. The bond pad, ESD protection circuits, and PCB traces contribute to the 
capacitance of the loop filter. However, large capacitance makes the loop more stable, 
and therefore enhances the disturbance-rejecting performance. Figure 3.18 also shows 
input and output PWM waveforms for the DLL. The input PWM signal successfully 
locks to its 1-cycle delayed version. 
 
3.3.3 Feed-Forward Clock Selector 
 
As we explained in a previous section, the pulse width of AC-coupled PWM 
signals starts fluctuating in response to DC-level fluctuations. This fluctuation is highly 
dependent on the data pattern. For example, if there are consecutive ‘0’ symbols, the 
signal level starts moving up. This will happen with sequences of ‘1’s in the same manner, 
moving the signal level down. Such fluctuation is reflected as pulse-width change after 
the finite-bandwidth amplification. For consecutive ‘0’s, the resulting PWM suffers from 
widened pulses. The increased or decreased pulse width reduces the range of successful 
data detection, and eventually increases the BER. Based on our transient simulations, the 
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Figure 3.18 Measurement results from the implemented DLL: (a) step response, and (b) 
in/output PWM waveforms. 
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Figure 3.20 Measured pulse-width changes due to signal level fluctuation.  
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maximum pulse-width change is 194 ps (about 20% of the period) for consecutive runs of 
either ‘0’s or ‘1’s.  
To overcome DC-level related pulse-width changes, we propose a dynamic feed-
forward clock selector, which dynamically selects the clock edges for bit decision. 
Consecutive bits can be detected with NAND and NOR gates and flip-flops as shown in 
Figure 3.19. We use a total of 7 multi-phase clocks from the DLL and group them into 
three sub-groups, FAST, NORMAL and SLOW. Based on the truth table in Figure 3.19, 
the feed-forward selector dynamically chooses the proper sub-group. For example, if 
consecutive ‘0’s are detected, it chooses SLOW edges. Similarly, if consecutive ‘1’s are 
seen, the clocks of the FAST group are selected for bit decision. In other cases, it uses the 
NORMAL group of edges. We detect only two consecutive bits for a relatively simple 
circuit implementation, but based on channel response simulations two  is sufficient to 
avoid wrong bit decision.  
Simplified operation of the clock selector is depicted in Figure 3.19. If the pulse 
width is increased, a clock selector pushes the clock edges backward to avoid wrong bit  
decision, which can occur close to a falling edge. In contrast, the clock selector moves 
clock edges forward when the pulse gets narrow.  
The proposed feed-forward clock selector can be regarded as DFE in the phase 
domain. However, compared to conventional DFE, it is implemented with much simpler 
digital circuits, which can leverage further process technology scaling to reduce silicon 
area and power consumption. 
The measured DC-fluctuation with the capacitive channel implemented on a PCB 
is illustrated in Figure 3.20. Although the DC level of symbols ‘0’ and ‘1’ look different 
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from the original symbols due to the low-pass characteristic of PCB traces, the signal 
level obviously increases when there are consecutive ‘0’s. After amplification, this level 
shift is reflected as a pulse-width change. The measured maximum pulse-width change is 
150 ps when there are five consecutive bits. After we have more than five identical bits, 
the pulse width stops increasing and remains constant. Since the measured pulse-width 
change of 150 ps is smaller than the expected value of 194 ps, the feed-forward clock 
selector successfully improved BER from 10−9 to 10−13.  
 
 
3.4 Communication Link Measurement Results 
 
The prototype design was fabricated in a 0.13 µm standard CMOS process. The 
chip photomicrograph is shown in Figure 3.21. The transmitter and receiver are 
implemented within the boundaries of a standard I/O pad of dimension 70 µm x 247 µm. 
The total active silicon areas of the transmitter and receiver including ESD protection 



























            




the area of a standard I/O cell. To test the implemented I/O links, the output of the 
transmitter and input to the receiver were wire-bonded off-chip, and connected to a PCB. 
A capacitively-coupled channel was emulated with surface-mounted capacitors on the 
PCB, as shown in Figure 3.22. Several capacitance values for Cc and Cg were tested with 
the prototype to find the maximum channel loss with proper operation. The measured 
maximum channel loss is −14 dB with a 500 fF capacitor for both Cc and Cg, which is 
equivalent to 12 µm separation between chips, assuming no additional capacitive loading 
at the input to the receiver. Since there is parasitic capacitance from the PCB traces and 
package, the back-calculated Cg including parasitic capacitance is about 2.5 pF.  
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The eye-diagrams for the transmitter and receiver outputs are shown in Figure 
3.23. A (218−1)-bit pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) is generated on-chip through 
an 18-bit LFSR. The outputs are measured by a Tektronix BSA85C and GB1400 BER 
tester. The PWM symbols are shown in the eye-diagram of the transmitter output. The 
measured BER is less than 10−13 at a data rate of 900 Mbps. The overall power 
consumption for the transmitter and receiver is measured as 2.11 mW and 5.18 mW, 
respectively. Due to the closed- loop regulation of the DLL, the receiver shows a good 
tolerance of supply voltage variation. It performs with BER below 10−12 for ±10% change 
in supply voltage. 
The feed-forward clock selector successfully enhances BER performance. It can 
overcome a maximum of 150 ps pulse-width change. If we turn off the clock selector, the 
measured BER is 0.8 × 10−9. If the selector is on, BER drops to less than 10−13. The major 
measurement results are summarized and compared with recently published work in 
Table 3.2. 
 
Table 3.2 Performance summary of the 1
st
 prototype chip.  
 
Technology 0.13 µm CMOS 
Area 
Transmitter 1328 µm2  
Receiver 5041 µm2  
Power dissipation 
(900 Mbps @ 1.8V) 
Transmitter 2.11  mW 
Receiver 5.18  mW 
Maximum data rate 900 Mbps @ 1.8 V, 27 ºC 
BER 
Feed-forward on <1013 
Feed-forward off 0.8 × 109 








 A single-channel capacitive I/O link intended for wireless IC testing has been 
designed and implemented in a 0.13 µm CMOS process. It uses I/O bond pads as 
antennas for wireless IC testing to minimize silicon area. To further reduce the area 
consumed by the antennas, the prototype utilizes PWM signaling, which allows 
transmission of both a clock and data through a single capacitive channel. A DLL-based 
receiver with a 1-cycle PD and feed-forward clock selector is proposed to minimize 
active circuit area and achieve robust communication. The prototype chip demonstrates 

















This chapter presents a non-contact I/O pad for wireless testing. The proposed pad 
can wirelessly transfer both clock and data signals during testing. Since the pad is also 
equipped with a digital buffer and ESD protection circuits, it can be used as a normal 
bond pad after testing. The measured data from die-level experiments are presented and 




Recently capacitive coupling has been actively researched for wireless testing 
because bond pads in standard I/O circuits can be reused as antennas, which dramatically 
reduces the area for additional testing circuits [12][30][31][34][35][69]. We have 
proposed a single channel capacitive I/O link for wireless IC testing in Chapter 3, which 
simultaneously delivers both a clock and data with PWM signals. This prototype 
successfully demonstrated the feasibility of wireless IC testing, but also has a few 
limitations.  
First, antennas need to be loaded by ESD protection circuits in order to be used as 
normal bond pads after testing. The ESD circuits significantly decrease the signal 
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strength at the receiver. There exists a trade-off between the received signal strength and 
the level of ESD protection. More ESD protection results in less signal strength in the 
receiver. The effect of ESD capacitive loading was underestimated in our previous work. 
To form a capacitive channel, we used 50 times larger capacitors than the die- level 
coupling capacitance. Although the effective gain is the same as we simulated, the effect 
of ESD circuits in the PCB-level emulation is significantly reduced. To be more realistic, 
the effective channel gain must be very small. 
Second, the prototype in Chapter 3 has little flexibility in the selection of data rate 
and symbols. A relatively simple CDR was implemented with PWM signals, but they are 
DC-unbalanced and suffer from DC-level fluctuations when they are passed through 
capacitive links. To mitigate the DC-level fluctuations, we proposed a dynamic feed-
forward clock selection scheme. This technique improves BER performance with initially 
designed PWM symbols, but requires a careful estimation of the maximum pulse width 
variations. The variations highly depend on the symbol duty-cycle factor and the 
bandwidth of the channel. Therefore, the feed-forward clock selector is only effective for 
fixed symbols and channels, and therefore it provides low flexibility in choosing data rate 
and symbol duty cycle.  
Third, capacitive coupling is created on a PCB, not with coupled bond pads, due 
to difficulties in fine chip- level alignment. Since the signal strength of near-field coupling 
is very sensitive to misalignment, especially to varied separation distances, precise 
alignment methods are necessary to implement capacitive coupling on a chip scale. 
We next propose a method of wireless IC testing via capacitive coupling, which 
utilizes adjustable transmitter power, pulse position modulation (PPM), and electrical 
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alignment measurement circuits in an effort to make the wireless I/O link more robust. 
Due to changing transmitter power, channel gain degradation from misalignment and 
ESD protection can be compensated for by raising the transmitter power. Then, we can 
trade off transmitter power for higher ESD protection. The simulated channel gain with 
ESD protection for the second prototype is −33.6 dB with the identical pad size and 10 
µm separation. This is −19.6 dB lower than that of the previous prototype, mainly 
because of its relatively larger ESD protection circuits. However, the impact of additional 
power consumption is not significant if we use a wired power connection between the 
ATE and DUTs. 
PPM with return-to-zero (RZ) signaling enables a more flexible data rate and 
results in received signals free from DC-level fluctuations. With proper termination 
resistance, the capacitive channel attenuates signal quickly and generates 
positive/negative pulses depending on rising/falling edges of the input NRZ signals. This 
technique has been used in capacitive communication due to its lack of DC fluctuation 
[17][21][31][41][42]. Since the resulting pulses remain the same with different data rates, 
the receiver can support more flexible data rates.  
We also propose electrical alignment measurement circuits that help to achieve 
proper alignment in the x- and y-directions, and to correct angular misalignment between 
the die. They consist of simple positive and negative bar-shaped capacitive sensors. 
Thank to these new features, we successfully demonstrated chip-level capacitive wireless 




4.2 Channel Model for RZ Signaling 
 
The proposed system for wireless IC testing is depicted in Figure 4.1. The 
communication channels between the ATE and DUTs are capacitively coupled through 
two 117 µm ×  65 µm bond pads formed with a top aluminum metal layer. As we have 
shown in Chapter 2, the capacitive channel can be modeled as follows when the parasitic 







                                                       
(4.1) 
Its overall gain is roughly Cc / (Cc + Cg), where Cc is the coupling capacitance and Cg is 
parasitic capacitance to ground, including ESD loading. EM simulations with HFSS v11 
were conducted to extract these values. The simulated channel gain without the 
termination resistor is about –26.6 dB with a Cc of 7 fF and a Cg of 122 fF. A pad 
separation of 10 µm is assumed, or about twice the passivation thickness. In this system, 
the power connection is assumed to be wired.  














            






We use PPM with RZ signaling to embed clock information into the data stream. 
Positive pulses contain the timing information and negative pulses are used for encoding 
data. PPM signaling represents the ‘0’ and ‘1’ symbols by the relative locations of 
positive and negative pulses, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. These PPM signals do not 
switch in opposite directions at the same time, and thus there is no worst-case Miller 
coupling. Pulses for PPM can be easily generated with a capacitively-coupled channel 
terminated with the proper resistance as illustrated in Figure 4.3. The resulting pulses do 
not suffer from DC-level fluctuation with proper termination resistance Rt. 
In Figure 4.4, the channel gain and DC fluctuation factor based on (3.5) are 
plotted with various Rt values. The region A was used to maintain pulse width 

















with relatively large Rt in the region A. In contrast, we use the region B where the 
received signals attenuate quickly with a small time constant. In this region, the signals 
become sharp pulses after passed through the capacitive channel. The signals are highly 
band- limited in this case, and do not suffer from DC-level fluctuation. An Rt value of 504 
ohm is selected, which maximizes the received swings while keeping DC-level 
fluctuation negligibly small. To generate self-clocked PPM signals, the modulator first 
converts incoming NRZ data to PWM signals. These are then converted to RZ pulse 
signals, with termination resistance Rt, at the receiver. By combining PWM and RZ 
signaling, we can generate self-clocked PPM signals. The overall simulated waveforms 
are presented in Figure 4.5. Generated PPM RZ signals with termination resistance Rt 























































Rt = 504 Ω
Gain = −33.6 dB
 
 







4.3 Overall Architecture 
 
A block diagram of the proposed capacitively-coupled transmitter and receiver is 
shown in Figure 4.6. The schematic and circuit implementation of the transmitter and 
receiver are presented. 
 
4.3.1 Transmitter with Adjustable Power 
 
The transmitter uses the same PWM modulator as the previous prototype. The 
modulator in Figure 4.7(a) consists of a voltage-controlled delay line (VCDL), and an 
XOR-based edge combiner. The VCDL generates fixed delays t and 2t where t is the 
pulse width for symbol ‘0’. The VCDL has a wider range of t values to support more 
flexible pulse width in PWM symbols compared to the previous version. Edges are 
































Figure 4.5 Simulated waveforms. PPM signals with RZ signaling are generated from PWM 




then selected by the XOR-based edge combiner to form PWM symbols. To support 
adjustable transmitter power, the PWM outputs are level-shifted to a VDDH voltage 
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driven by a tri-state output driver formed with thick-oxide transistors, as shown in Figure 
4.7 (b). The driving strength can be tuned by adjusting VDDH. 
 
 
4.3.2 Receiver Pre-Amplifier and Hysteresis Comparator 
 
The receiver consists of a pre-amplifier, a hysteresis comparator,  and a 
demodulator with a delay-locked loop (DLL). As noted previously, input to the receiver 
is terminated with resistance Rt to generate RZ signals by limiting the channel bandwidth, 
as shown in Figure 4.8. The pre-amplifier converts single-ended inputs to differential 
outputs. It is a differential common-source amplifier with resistive loads and pseudo 
differential inputs. One of the inputs is directly connected to the receiver pad and ESD 
protection circuits, the other is connected to a DC voltage source generated on-chip. Its 
gain is about 14.2 dB, and its 3-dB cutoff frequency is about 1.43 GHz. 
Rt
 



















AC coupling with a capacitor is a widely using technique to interface an amplifier 
to the following stage. However, this can cause unwanted positive feedback to the 
receiver pad in capactively-coupled communication. The potential positive feedback is 
illustrated in Figure 4.9. Here, if the top plate of the AC-coupling capacitor is connected 
to the non-inverting output, the coupling between receiver pad and the top plate of the 
capacitor forms a positive feedback loop. If the capacitance in the feedback path is large 
enough, the entire system becomes unstable. To resolve this, we can place the capacitor 
away from the input receiver pad to reduce the feedback gain, but this solution is limited 
by area constraints.  
Instead, common-mode regulation with replica bias circuits was used to set the 
output at the proper DC level for the next stage in Figure 4.8. The common-mode 
regulation is also beneficial in that it reduces the effect of variations on the resistive load. 
The DC-level changes with different RL values without the common-mode regulation. 
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However, the proper DC-level of the output is regulated by turning on the feedback 
circuitry. In this case, the output remains at the same voltage level although the value of 
load resistance changes. The additional capacitor of 2.4 pF is used to ensure the loop 
stability. 
After converting single-ended signals to differential signals, a hysteresis 
comparator regenerates PWM signals from PPM RZ signals as shown in Figure 4.10. The 
hysteresis comparator dynamically changes its threshold voltage between VT_H and VT_L 
based on the previously received bit. It consists of the amplification transistors and a 
cross-coupled pMOS pair for latching. The threshold voltage of the comparator is 
carefully set by sizing the cross-coupled transistors so that it properly detects incoming 
pulses while rejecting the noise. The input voltage level is set by the replica bias circuits 
to reduce the impact of process variation. The bias circuits are sized identically to the 
hysteresis comparator, and the circuit layout is placed very close to the comparator. The 
overall operation of both the pre-amplifier and the hysteresis comparator is shown in 














4.3.3 Receiver Demodulator 
 
The PWM signals are demodulated with a DLL-based sampler and bit-decision 
circuits. The DLL consists of a VCDL and a 1-cycle phase detector similar to the 
previous design described in Chapter 3. After 1-cycle locking, the VCDL generates five 
different phase clocks. Five positive edge-sensitive flip-flops then over-sample the input 
PWM signals with these multi-phase clocks. The bit-decision circuits utilize these over-
sampled data to decide which symbol is sent. Since PPM RZ signals do not suffer from 
DC-level fluctuation, the feed-forward clock selector is removed. Instead, two types of 
bit-decision circuits are designed and evaluated: one is based on falling-edge detection 
circuits, and the other is a counter-based majority voter. Both the bit-decision makers 
support flexible data rates and PWM symbols. As illustrated in Figure 4.11, the over-
sampled bits are thermometer-coded, which means that there is a run of ‘1’ bits and then 
a run of ‘0’ follows it. The length of the run of ‘1’ bits represents the pulse width of 
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the signals. The easiest way to demodulate incoming signals is to find where this 
transition occurs. Two-input AND gates with one inverted input can detect the transition. 
If it is located in the first half of the bit-decision range, the signal is the ‘0’ symbol. 
Otherwise it becomes the ‘1’ symbol. This technique is relatively simple and can be 
implemented with a few digital logic gates. In addition, it can be used with PWM signals 
having different duty cycles, as long as the pulse width is distinguishable by the 
minimum quantized step of the over-sampler. PWM signals with a duty cycle lower than 
50% can be detected as the ‘0’ symbol; a higher duty cycle means the ‘1’ symbol. 
Therefore, we can choose any duty-cycle factor of PWM symbols in the transmitter, and 
the receiver can tolerate high jitter.  
However, this technique is prone to bubble-type errors. For example in Figure 
4.12, if one flip-flop generates an erroneous output bit, the falling edge detection cannot 
make a proper bit-decision. To suppress bubble errors, counter-based bit-decision circuits 
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Figure 4.12 Two bit-decision schemes with a bubble-type error: (a) falling edge detection makes 




are also implemented. These circuits count the numbers of ‘0’ and ‘1’ bits among the 
resulting over-sampled outputs. If there are more ‘1’ bits than ‘0’, the PWM signal 
represents the ‘1’ symbol. In other cases, the bit decision is ‘0’. Since the counter sums 
the over-sampled data bits, a bubble-type error is successfully corrected. The counter-
based bit decision supports flexible duty cycles for the PWM signals as well. A simple 
illustration for the bit-decision operation is given in Figure 4.12.  
The jitter noise, which is usually caused by noise coupled through supply 
connections, can be successfully suppressed with both demodulators. A bubble-type error 
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metastability, cross-talk, or soft error. It can be only corrected with the counter-based 
majority voter. 
 
4.4 Electrical Alignment Markers 
 
For die- level evaluation of the prototype test chips, the electrical alignment 
markers shown in Figure 4.13 are used. We expect that at the wafer- level in an ATE 
environment, alignment markers will not be required. Together the two markers cover x- 
and y-axis misalignment. The x-axis marker is a negative marker consisting of a long 
plate on the ATE side, and a vacant area surrounded by ground plates on the DUT side. 
The y-axis marker comprises two identical long metal plates on both ATE and DUT sides. 
We designed different types of markers in order to compare the ir performance. For both 
markers, a large ground plate is required, which provides good current return paths for 
accurate capacitance measurements.  
Alignment is measured using the capacitance measurement circuits in Figure 
4.14(a) consisting of a 15-stage ring oscillator, a 10-bit cyclic counter, and a controller. 
The counter measures frequency by counting positive edges of the ring oscillator over a 
fixed period of time. Its frequency depends on the RC time constant of the output node 
connected to the markers, so frequency is directly proportional to the markers’ coupling 
capacitance, which can be maximized or minimized, accordingly. We can achieve very 
high resolution of the measured capacitance by increasing the counting period [39]. The 
resulting 10-bit output values are read off-chip through the scan-chain, and represent a 





Proper alignment can be achieved by measuring the relative coupling capacitance 
with varying misalignment. If we vary the alignment in the x-direction, the coupling 
             
          (a)                                                                      (b) 
 
Figure 4.16 Measured relative capacitance change with rotation misalignment from (a) negative 
x-marker, and (b) positive y-marker.  
 


















































            
          (a)                                                                      (b) 
 
Figure 4.15 Measured relative capacitance change without rotation misalignment from (a) 
negative x-marker, and (b) positive y-marker.  
 





















































Table 4.1 Simulated coupling capacitance and oscillation frequency 
 
 Marker type Coupling cap. Frequency 
x-direction marker Negative 4.7 fF 747 MHz 







capacitance of the overlap of x-marker is minimized when the marker is perfectly aligned. 
Similarly, for y-direction alignment, the coupling capacitance is maximized with proper 
alignment. The measured relative capacitance values with misalignments are illustrated in 
Figure 4.14(b). They are both symmetric and centered around the zero-misalignment 
point. The x-marker is 20 µm × 115 µm, and the y-marker is 20 µm × 345 µm. Since the 
negative x-marker is shorter in length than the positive y-marker, the change in relative 
capacitance is also smaller with the fixed counting period 4.8 µs, which was selected with 
HFSS EM simulations. The simulated frequency of the ring oscillator and coupling 
capacitance values for perfect alignment are shown in Table 4.1. The simulated 
frequencies of the ring oscillators are not identical since their coupling capacitance values 
are slightly different when perfectly aligned.  
The capacitance measurement data with two face-to-face stacked chips are plotted 
in Figures 4.15 and 4.16. Although the counting period is increased to 7.2 µs for the x-
marker, there is no significant improvement in resolution of relative capacitance. This is 
mainly due to smaller coupling capacitance than the y-marker and more fringing 
capacitance from the complex structure of the negative marker. These markers also allow 
rotation misalignment to be measured. As we expected, their overlap becomes less 
alignment-dependent due to their long shape when rotated. The capacitance change is 
flatter in this case than that with proper alignment. The y-marker was used to measure the 
rotation because of its higher resolution. In Figure 4.16, the relative capacitance values 
with rotation are present. A proper rotation alignment can be achieved by finding the 
sharpest peak at zero-misalignment with y-marker. Since the x-marker has low resolution, 
the x-marker is used for coarse alignment, and then fine alignment in the x-direction was 
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mainly performed with a microscope by observing and adjusting two side edges of the 
chip. 
 
4.5 Communication Link Measurement Results 
 
A prototype chip was fabricated in 0.13 µm CMOS. Its die photo is shown in 







Figure 4.18 Test setup with a micro-manipulator.  
 







































supports 3D positioning with sub-micron precision, as shown in Figure 4.18. Since the 
channel gain is very sensitive to the chip separation, the passivation thickness of the 
prototype was measured using Veeco’s Dektak 6M surface profiler. The surface profile 
near the wireless pads is measured and plotted in Figure 4.19. The surface profile looks 
quiet uniform, but the maximum thickness is measured as 5 µm which is slightly higher 
than the nominal 4 µm thickness of this process. Although the 5 µm thickness is only for 
a small and limited area, we assume the chip separation as 10 µm, which is twice of the 
thickness with sufficient margins. 
The prototype supports two different modulation methods, NRZ and PPM. They 
can be selected using a multiplexer in the modulator circuitry. A (215 − 1)-bit PRBS 
generated on-chip provides input test patterns to the transmitter. The response of the 
receiver was measured by a Tektronix GB 1400 BER tester. For the NRZ mode, the 






































































prototype achieves BER less than 10−12 with a 1.4-Gbps data rate and a VDDH of 2.7 V in 
the transmitter. However, the 1.4-Gbps data rate is limited by the GB1400 BER tester 
which supports only up to 1.4-Gbps data rate. Based on the measured minimum pulse 
distance of PPM in Figure 4.20, we can estimate that the actual maximum data rate is up 
to 4 Gbps. With PPM, the measured BER was less than 10−11 with a 1-Gbps data rate 
using the same VDDH. We transmit both clock and data signals at the same time by 
sacrificing the data rate. This is advantageous since it does not require an additional clock 
channel. The BER of less than 10−11 was achieved with the counter-based bit decision. 
The BER values with falling-edge detection falls below 10−9 due to bubble-type errors. 
The rest of the BER measurement was conducted with the counter-based bit-decision. 
The measured BER versus minimum pulse distance t for PPM is shown in Figure 


































4.20. Here, t is identical to the pulse width in PWM. The left side of the bathtub curve 
represents the performance limitation by the pre-amplifier and hysteresis comparator 
while reconstructing PWM signals from PPM. If t is less than 250 ps, the positive and 
negative pulses are too close to each other, and reduce the effective amplitude. Then, 
such small pulses cannot be regenerated by the hysteresis comparator. The right side of 
the bathtub curve shows the BER performance limited by the DLL-based demodulator. If 
t comes close to a half of the symbol duration T, reconstructed PWM signals cannot be 
distinguishable. As we expected, the counting bit-decision circuits successfully support 
flexible duty-cycle factors. In contrast to our previous work, t can vary from 250 ps to   
310 ps when the data rate is 1 Gbps, and is usually fixed at 250 ps with feed-forward 
clock selection. We can select wider range of t if a lower data rate is used. 
 BER values corresponding to different separation and misalignment values 
appear in Figure 4.21. BER performance is more sensitive to the chip separation.  
Misalignment in the x- and y- directions affects the BER performance as well, but not as 
significantly as the chip separation. The cross-talk effect is also measured by turning on 
the adjacent transmitter site. It was found to have an imperceptible impact on the BER. 













            
 
 








































Both the transmitter and receiver have less area than a standard 247 µm ×  70 µm I/O pad, 
including ESD protection circuits and standard digital I/O buffers intended for use as I/O 




We have demonstrated a prototype IC for wireless testing that successfully 
employs capacitive non-contact I/Os, and PPM with RZ signaling for clock embedding. 
The performance of NRZ and PPM was compared, and the two different bit-decision 
methods were evaluated. The counter-based bit-decision shows better BER performance 
than the falling-edge detection method. The fabricated prototype supports a flexible 
minimum-pulse distance and adjustable transmitter power.  The chip surface is 
sufficiently uniform and maximum passivation thickness is 5 µm. Due to fringing 
capacitance, the proposed capacitive links show good tolerance of x- and y-misalignment. 
The prototype chip demonstrates up to 1 Gbps self-clocked communication with BER 
less than 10−11. 
Table 4.2 Performance summary of the 2
nd
 prototype chip.  
 
Technology 0.13 µm CMOS 
Area 
Transmitter 3307 µm2  
Receiver 7315 µm2  
Power dissipation 
(1 Gbps @ 1.3V) 
Transmitter 4.1  mW 
Receiver 6.3  mW 
Maximum data rate 
PPM with RZ  1 Gbps 
NRZ 1.4 Gbps * 
Channel gain −33.6 dB 
BER 0.3 × 1011 









In the previous two chapters, we mainly focused on wireless testing of digital ICs, 
which requires delivering digital signals between the ATE and the DUTs. This chapter 
looks into several wireless methods for testing analog ICs and process characterization. 
Voltage measurement results from the prototype chip with both wired and wireless setups 




Generally speaking, testing of analog ICs is more complicated than that of digital 
ICs. Since most I/O data are digital, only digital data communication links are needed for 
IC testing when wired power connections are present. However, many different 
parameters need to be collected for analog testing, including voltage, current, timing, and 
frequency information. In general, complex and power-consuming interfaces are required 
to collect such analog outputs without significant distortion. Analog and mixed-signal 
testing with on-chip test interfaces has been an active research area for many years 
[60][64][65][82]. This research mainly focuses on how to input signals to DUTs and how 
to collect the corresponding output signals using on-chip circuitry. In most cases, the 
circuits for analog testing convert the original signals to certain forms which are more 
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easily collected and compared at the ATE. For example, in [64] analog output signals are 
digitized to improve compatibility with conventional ATE. The converted signals usually 
differ from the original signals, and require additional signal processing to remove 
discrepancies such as quantization noise or harmonic distortion. It is critical to minimize 
such discrepancies if accurate analog IC testing is desired. Process characterization is 
another form of analog testing. Measurement of data from sacrificial test circuits, so-
called “process characterization”, is necessary to predict the functionality and 
performance of an IC [4]. Various analog parameters which can be expressed in terms of 
current or voltage change are required to measure process variation, including leakage 
current and process mismatch. These are similar to what needs to be measured in analog 
IC testing. 
Process characterization is an important way to reduce manufacturing cost by the 
prediction of yield. Due to limited accessibility from off-chip test equipment to the DUT, 
on-chip circuits are widely used for characterization, and can achieve measurement 
resolution comparable to off-chip equipment [13][28][29][32]. However, the accessibility 
of on-chip characterization circuits is still limited since measured parameters must be 
digitized, or extra probe pads must be added for analog measurements. In both cases, the 
area overhead due to additional analog-to-digital conversion circuits (ADCs) and probe 
pads is substantial. Also, on-chip characterization circuits need to be spread over the 
entire die or wafer to estimate site-to-site or wafer-to-wafer variation [57]. 
We propose two methods for wireless analog testing which can be used for both 
analog IC testing and process characterization. They replace probes with wireless circuits 
and channels, and therefore mitigate the effect of physically-contacting probe tips. In 
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addition, wireless communication can greatly improve the accessibility of the testing and 
on-chip characterization circuits if it supports a wide communication range. If this range 
is sufficiently broad, the added circuits can also be used after packaging. For deep sub-
micron technology, there has been a strong demand for on- line test and measurement 
circuits to detect aging effects and gate leakage current, not only at the fabrication stage, 
but also over a chip’s entire lifetime [13][29].  
On-chip wireless analog testing and on-chip characterization circuits not only 
improve accessibility, they also can provide significantly smaller area using off-chip 
equipment with high accuracy. It is also expected that measurement accuracy can be 
improved with wireless communication due to the off-chip measuring equipment. As 
discussed above, most on-chip characterization circuits include analog-to-digital 
conversion of the data being measured. Generally more area is required to achieve higher 
ADC resolution, but the area of on-chip characterization circuits is usually limited. For 
example, in [13] a 13-bit ADC is used to extract the I-V characteristics of FETs in a DUT, 
but the ADC is too large to be placed in each individual characterization circuit. As a 
result, one high-resolution ADC is shared by every characterization circuit. Sharing one 
ADC may affect the accuracy because complex interconnections and switches are 
required. However, with wireless testing techniques, the ADC can be removed from the 
DUTs and placed on the tester. Since accuracy and post-processing power on the tester 
side can be a lot better than that on-chip, it is expected that the area of test circuits on the 
DUTs can be significantly reduced while improving measurement accuracy as long as the 
distortion from wireless channels can be compensated for. 
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Two possible implementations of a wireless analog IC tester and characterization 
circuit are shown in Figure 5.1. An inverter-based ring oscillator is widely used for on-
chip characterization. Any process variation is reflected as a change in threshold voltage, 
which is strongly correlated to the frequency of oscillation of a ring oscillator. A digital 
counter or time-to-digital conversion (TDC) circuit is conventionally used for frequency 
digitization. In Figure 5.1(a), a ring oscillator is connected to an antenna of sufficient 
driving strength, and then off-chip ADC or frequency-measuring equipment is used to 
measure the frequency of the ring oscillator. Because most off-chip measuring equipment 
provides much higher accuracy than on-chip circuitry, we can expect better 
measurements from it. Another possible implementation of wireless current measuring 
circuits is depicted in Figure 5.1(b). Slope ADC current measurement circuits for device 
characterization can be assisted by an ultra-wide band (UWB) pulse generator and 



























receiver combined with a TDC. By moving the complexity of the TDC from the DUT to 
the tester, we can minimize area consumption and achieve high accuracy.  
We present a prototype wireless voltage measurement circuit which consists of a 
dual-slope integrator and an UWB pulse generator in Figure 5.1(b). It utilizes a 
capacitively-coupled channel between on-chip pads and RF probe tips. The high-speed 
oscilloscope is used as a tester instead of the TDC to check the feasibility of the proposed 
architecture. The prototype successfully conveys voltage information through the 
capacitive channel. The impact of the wireless channel on the performance of the 
prototype and the feasibility of wireless analog testing will be discussed later. 
 
5.2 Integrating ADC 
 
 An integrating ADC circuit converts analog input voltage to a digital code by 
measuring the time to charge or discharge an capacitor up to a certain voltage level Vref. 
A schematic of a single-slope ADC is shown in Figure 5.2, which is the simplest 
integrating ADC. It accumulates charges to an integrating capacitor with a slope of – Vin / 
RC. The slope is proportional to the input voltage Vin, and thus the charging time 
represents the input voltage value. A TDC is usually used to convert time information to 
a digital code. Assuming an ideal and linear integrator, the minimum time unit Tb that can 
be resolved represents one bit of information. This is related to a minimum voltage unit 
Vb as follows. 
( )b bV T R C                                                        (5.1) 
 Based on (5.1), we can see that the TDC’s minimum resolution is related to the R 
and C values of the integrator for fixed ADC resolution. In most cases, relatively large R 
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and C values can be selected to produce a TDC with decent performance. In other words, 
there exists a trade-off between the size of R and C and the accuracy of the TDC. Since 
the size of on-chip R and C is usually limited, resolution of the TDC needs to be 
sufficiently high. The major drawback of the single-slope ADC is that the measured time 
information depends on the R and C values in the integrator. On-chip R and C may suffer 
from process variations. To avoid this dependency, a dual-slope architecture is widely 
used. 
 A dual-slope ADC integrates input voltage over a fixed amount of time. Then, it 
discharges the capacitor with a fixed rate and measures the time until the output voltage 
becomes AC ground. Since the ratio of the time for charge and discharge is independent 
on the R and C values for the integrator, Vin and Vref are linear and independent of R and 
C as long as they are time- invariant.  
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arg argin ch e ref disch eV t V t                                              (5.2) 
where tcharge is charging time and tdischarge is discharging time. The equation (5.2) depicts 
the relationship between Vin and Vref. Although the dual-slope ADC is independent on R 
and C values, there still exist the same trade-offs between R and C and TDC resolution. 
 
5.3 Wireless Voltage Measurement Architecture 
 
We implemented the wireless voltage measurement circuits in Figure 5.1(b) based 
on the dual-slope ADC architecture. As mentioned, it is robust over wide variations of R 
and C values. The goal is to replace the TDC with a wireless transmitter and test 
equipment. If we assume timing measuring equipment has high accuracy, the 
performance limitations of the TDC can be traded for the distortion and non- linearity of 
the wireless transmitter and channels. In addition, the R and C values of the integrator can 
be chosen to be relatively small if we use off-chip timing measuring equipment with high 
resolution. 
A UWB transmitter is used to convey timing information wirelessly. Since it 
generates very sharp pulses, timing information can be easily transmitted. In addition, it 
has low power consumption because it can be designed with static CMOS circuits. The 
most power consumption occurs when it generates UWB pulses.  
There are many sources of non- linearity and distortion in the proposed 
architecture even though we assume an ideal off-chip TDC. For example, the integrator 
may suffer from non- linearity if its gain is insufficient. Also, clock feed-through and 
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charge injection can affect the voltage output of the integrator when we switch the input 
voltage from Vin to Vref. Careful design is required to minimize these non- linearity effects.  
For the prototype design, we focus more on the distortion and non- linearity added 
by the UWB pulse generator and wireless channels, not the non- ideality of the integrator 
and comparator. Therefore, the integrator is made of a simple one-stage operational 
amplifier with a low unity gain frequency and decent gain. The input voltage is assumed 
to have very low frequency as well. The prototype supports both wired and wireless pulse 
generators with output pads. The performance difference between wired and wireless 
setups is measured and compared to evaluate the impact of the added wireless 
communication.  
 
5.4 Prototype Implementation 
 
The schematic of the prototype is shown in Figure 5.3. It consists of an integrator, 
a continuous comparator, a UWB pulse generator, and a digital controller. An on-chip 
resistor of 60 kΩ and capacitor of 5 pF are used in the integrator. Vref is set to 400 mV 
based on the input range needed by the operational amplifier in the integrator. The 
integrator covers the input voltages from 600 mV to 855 mV. It discharges the capacitor 
first, and then charges until the output becomes the AC-ground voltage 600 mV. 
Discharge time tdis is defined by an off-chip clock frequency applied to the digital 
controller. With a 30 MHz clock frequency, tdis is set to 0.04 µs. 
A static comparator in Figure 5.4 detects zero-crossing points and generates 
digital output. Since the output voltage slope is fixed at constant Vref, the input to the 
comparator is always the same. However, the output of the comparators can also 
contribute to the non- linearity by adding a time-varying latency to the output signals. An 
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additional digital buffer stage is placed after the comparator to ensure a full-swing digital 
output.  
The UWB pulse generator is based on a pulse generator with an NAND gate and a 
delayed input as shown in Figure 5.5. We are interested in the timing information during 
the discharge phase. A UWB pulse is generated when charge starts (start in Figure 5.6) 
and when the output of the integrator crosses AC ground (done in Figure 5.6). First, these 
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Figure 5.4 Schematic of the static comparator.  
 






















signals start and done are converted to pulses of relatively long width. Then, the done 
signal selects a multiplexer output between those two pulses. In order not to corrupt 
timing information from the done signal, the control signal to the multiplexer needs to 
arrive earlier than done_pulse. Simulations with process, supply voltage, and temperature 
variations were conducted to ensure this. To minimize discrepancy between two pulses 
corresponding to start and done signals, they must be generated by a single pulse 
generator. The UWB pulse shaper makes these pulses more sharp with the narrow pulse 

















Figure 5.6 Timing diagram of the prototype architecture.  
 















widths after the multiplexer. The multi-stage digital buffers drive the output pads. Since 
the UWB pulse is generated from digital CMOS circuits, its amplitude and pulse width 
are prone to supply voltage and process variations as well. However, the effect of process 
variation cannot have significant impact on the time information since the same UWB 
pulse generator is used. Also, supply noise can be mitigated by averaging the measured 
data over multiple measurements. 
The digital controller utilizes an off-chip clock so that the charging time can be 
adjusted. It generates proper control signals for the various switches in the integrator. The 
overall timing diagram of the proposed architecture is presented in Figure 5.6. Voltage 
measurement is performed when the off-chip go signal is asserted after reset. By 




5.5 Prototype Measurement Results 
 
A prototype chip containing the foregoing wireless voltage measurement circuits 
was fabricated in a 0.13 µm CMOS process. The chip photomicrograph is shown in 
Figure 5.7. A resistor and capacitor for the integrator are implemented on-chip with a 
poly resistor and a MIM capacitor. Input voltage Vin and reference voltage Vref are given 
off-chip, and a clock is required for the digital controller to generate switch control 
signals. The controller is made from a digital standard cell library. We expect that for the 
complete wireless analog testing system Vref will be generated on-chip, and a clock and 
control signals will be sent wirelessly from the ATE. The output of the pulse generator is 





(GSG) probe pads of size 50 µm ×  50 µm are placed to form capacitive coupling to the 
RF probe tips. The overall active area of the prototype is 13089 µm2, excluding pads. The 







Figure 5.8 Test setup.  
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For a wired test setup, the output pads are probed by a GSG-type RF probe, from 
Cascade Microtech, and directly to a high-speed Tektronix TDS6124C oscilloscope 
which supports a 12-GHz bandwidth and a 40GS/s sampling rate. The oscilloscope can 
detect 19 ps rise time. Based on initial measurement, we assume that the prototype 
supports 8-bit resolution. To check the output linearity, input voltage Vin is varied from 
600 mV to 855 mV with 1 mV steps. This step size is enough so that the performance 
measurement is not limited by the resolution of the oscilloscope, which supports 0.5 ps 
timing resolution.  
For the wireless test setup, capacitive coupling is used between the RF GSG probe 
and probe pads on-chip. The probe tip is lightly touched down to the pads, and then is 
lifted up by about 3 µm by a probe positioner, as illustrated in Figure 5.9(a). A laterally-
mounted microscope is used to make sure that the probe tip does not touch the pads. The 
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Figure 5.9 (a) Capacitive coupling between a wireless probe pad and an RF probe, and (b) 
measured UWB pulses.  
 




























































                        




























                        




Based on this, the capacitive channel gain is about −8.48 dB. The pulse width is 82 ps for 
wired testing and 89 ps for the wireless setup. To check the repeatability of the 
measurements, testing with the wireless setup were conducted multiple times with a fixed 
Vin. Figure 5.10 shows the histograms of three different wireless setups with Vin of 600 
mV.  For each measurement, a thousand samples were taken. Assuming a target 
resolution of 8 bits for the LSB, we can conclude that the variation is within the 
acceptable range. 
 Since the operational amplifier, comparator, and switches are non- ideal, they all 
contribute to the non- linearity of the voltage-to-time conversion. In addition, the 
comparator adds a different delay to the UWB pulses. The start signal is directly given by 
the digital controller, but the done signal is generated by the comparator with a fixed 
latency after the zero-crossing. The buffer stage is intended to match different delays. 
Process and temperature variation also exist.  
The time data measured with varying input voltage Vin is plotted in Figure 5.11. 
More than 1000 points are measured per input voltage step and averaged to remove jitter 
noise.  In order to calculate an ideal LSB width, ideal linearity is assumed with a straight 
line between an initial discharging time with Vin of 600 mV and the final voltage 855 mV. 
The ideal LSB size is 1.035 ns in the time scale for both the wired and wireless setup. In 
each case, the time tc increases monotonically with input voltage.  
To check non- linearity, both differential non- linearity (DNL) and integral non-
linearity (INL) are measured in Figures 5.12 and Figure 5.13. The maximum DNL is 0.88 
of the LSB for the wired setup, and 0.80 of the LSB for the wireless setup. In both cases, 








                        
Figure 5.13 (a) Measured INL and (b) INL added by the wireless channel. 
 





































                        
Figure 5.12 Measured DNL for (a) wired setup and (b) wireless setup. 
 
































the prototype can be used for voltage measurements.  The INL measurement in Figure 
5.13 shows that the prototype is quite non- linear. This is mainly because the gain of the 
operational amplifier is not sufficient, and the pulse generator and non-ideal MOS 
switches contribute non- lineariry. The difference from the wired measurements is also 
presented in Figure 5.12(b). Based on the measurement data, we can conclude that the 
wireless setup provides performance comparable to that of the wired setup. Due to the 
small pulse amplitude, the output pulses are more prone to noise and jitter in the wireless 
setup. However, these random effects are greatly reduced by averaging values from a 
sufficiently large number of measurements. Also, the measurements were conducted 
multiple times, and the results are consistent. In every measurement, the outputs are 
monotonic with no missing codes. Good monotonicity produces a one-to-one match 
between the input voltage Vin and the measured time tc changes. This prototype chip can 
measure DC voltage with 1 mV voltage resolution.  Since the state-of-the-art on-chip 
bandgap voltage reference circuits can only achieve resolution of 3 mV without post 
tuning or trimming, the wireless voltage measurement circuits do not limit the 





A prototype design of wireless voltage measurement circuits has been 
implemented in a 0.13 µm CMOS process. It can convert DC input voltage in the range 
600 mV to 855 mV to timing information, and deliver the result wirelessly to a tester. 
The prototype achieved 1 mV resolution for voltage measurement.  The non- linearity of a 
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capacitive channel was also evaluated. The degradation of the channel seems relatively 
small compared to other design factors such as the linearity of the integrator, non- ideal 
switching, and the latency of the comparator. In addition, since it utilizes a capacitively-
coupled channel with the smaller pads and compact on-chip circuitry, it can be placed 
easily where voltage measurement is needed. The effects of cross-talk and interference 
from adjacent channels are negligible in capacitive coupling [34]. We can conclude that 
the proposed architecture for wireless voltage measurement is feasible for wireless analog 









In this chapter, the contributions of this dissertation are summarized. Ideas for 
future work are suggested as well.  
 
6.1 Thesis Contributions 
This dissertation addresses the design and implementation of circuits to support 
wireless testing of ICs. The circuit technology for wireless IC testing requires a short 
communication distance, small area consumption, and robust communication. Two 
prototype ICs incorporating wireless testing systems were fabricated and tested with the 
proposed methods of testing digital circuits.  Both successfully demonstrated gigahertz 
communication speeds with a bit-error rate less than 10−11. A third prototype IC 
containing analog voltage measurement circuits was implemented to determine the 
feasibility of wirelessly testing analog circuits. The fabricated prototype achieved 
satisfactory voltage measurement with 1 mV resolution. 
The main contributions of the dissertation are summarized as follows: 
 A new channel model of capacitve coupling in the context of bond pads that 
can be used for both wireless and wirebond connections was proposed. This 
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provides more accurate frequency response, and includes the effects of cross-
talk, DC-level shift, and misalignment.  
 A compact CDR architecture was proposed and demonstrated to avoid a 
dedicated clock channel. This design employs feed-forward clock selection 
and counter-based majority voting which can be easily implemented with 
scalable digital circuits. 
 We successfully fabricated and tested two prototype implementations for 
wireless testing via capacitive coupling to validate the proposed channel 
model and CDR architecture.  
 Wireless voltage measurement circuits were designed and implemented in a 
test chip to check feasibility of wireless analog IC testing. This is one of the 
first voltage measurement prototypes for wireless IC testing. 
Channel Model: Prior channel models of capacitive coupling do not consider separate 
ground nodes for ATE and the DUT, which may contribute to parasitic inductance from 
long current return paths. We proposed a new model with separate ground effects to 
provide a more intuitive way to design antennas and circuits for efficient and robust 
communication. To improve accuracy, the effects of misalignment, DC-level shift, and 
cross-talk were analytically modeled and evaluated. The BER experiments with prototype 
chips proved the correctness of the model and our earlier simulation results.  
CDR Architecture: The implemented prototype chip with the proposed CDR architecture 
is one of the first I/O links intended for wireless testing, which delivers clock and data 
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signals together. We proposed PWM and PPM with RZ signaling schemes to embed the 
clock into the data steam. A new 1-cycle PD was presented to achieve a compact DLL 
design. The proposed feed-forward clock selector greatly improves BER performance for 
PWM symbols. A counter-based bit-decision scheme was also used for the near-optimum 
detection of PPM RZ signals. These circuits were built with digital circuits which are 
compact and scalable. 
Prototype Chips for Digital IC Testing: Two prototype test chips were fabricated and 
tested to validate the proposed channel model and architecture. The first chip achieves a 
data rate of 900 Mbps with BER less than 10−13. It consumes 7.29 mW with a 
communication distance of 14 µm when no ESD loading is assumed. The second chip 
achieves 1-Gbps communication speed with BER below 10−11. Wireless communication 
with chip separation of 10 µm was demonstrated with ESD protection circuits. The power 
consumption is measured as 10.4 mW. 
Wireless Analog IC Testing : The feasibility of wireless testing for analog ICs via 
capacitive coupling was also demonstrated with a prototype chip. The non- linearity and 
distortion added by the wireless channel was measured and compared to a wired case. 
This wireless prototype leverages the advantages of capacitive coupling such as 







6.2 Suggestions for Future Work 
 
We have successfully validated our models and design for wireless testing with 
three prototype CMOS chips employing near- field capacitive communication. The 
following three directions can be pursued in the future to make wireless testing more 
realistic. 
We focused on wireless signal transfer between the ATE and the DUTs, and 
assumed that power connections remain wired. Although reducing the number of signal 
probes mitigates many problems arising from conventional probes, electric power needs 
to be delivered wirelessly for complete wireless testing. There has been active research 
on wireless power transfer through either capacitive or inductive coupling for various 
applications [3][11][33][61][79][88]. Die- level feasibility was also studied for 3D ICs 
and contactless assembly to PCBs. Still the power density per area and the efficiency of 
power transfer is insufficient for use in wafer- level testing. Therefore, wireless power 
transfer for partial circuits under test or wirelessly powered on-chip characterization 
circuits are more practical.  
For wafer- level wireless testing, the number of input and output ports makes it 
difficult to use wireless testing for very large and complex designs due to excessive 
testing time, insufficient bandwidth, and the number of channels. To reduce the number 
of input/output pads while keeping good controllability and observability in testing, built-
in self-test (BIST) circuits have been widely used for large and complex DUTs. On-chip 
BIST circuits reduce the amount of data to be transferred between a DUT and a tester. 
The saved bandwidth can be used to increase the number of test points on the DUTs. This 
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can be regarded as a trade-off between the bandwidth per DUT and the number of DUTs. 
BIST employs a test pattern generator for local or entire blocks of a DUT, and can 
compare output responses from the DUT to predetermined signatures for verification. A 
DUT with BIST requires much less input and output test data. Due to this, we may 
achieve massively parallel testing for single or multiple dice with BIST. Wireless BIST 
circuits may be implemented with a base station on the tester and multiple self-contained 
test stations on the DUT. Such an unbalanced communication system is widely used in 
low-power communication system such as radio-frequency identification tags and readers 
in [61]. 
Automatic gain control (AGC) and automatic switching between wireless and 
wired modes can be studied in the future as well. Although we utilized adjustable 
transmitter power for the second prototype, it can be adjusted off-chip. AGC is a widely-
used technique to control the transmit power with a feedback loop to maintain good BER 
performance. With AGC, the BER performance can be reliably maintained at a certain 
level even with misalignment or process variations. Automatic switching between 
wireless and wired mode is also beneficial. For example, wireless or wired mode can be 
automatically set by measuring impedance at the ground pad. For the wireless setup, the 
ground pads have relatively high impedance at low frequency, but they become very low 
impedance nodes with wire bonding to ground. Then, the wireless testing system does not 
need to configure wireless pads independently with extra control circuitry, and the system 
complexity can be greatly alleviated.  
This dissertation has demonstrated the feasibility of wireless IC testing by 
providing analytical channel models and architectures for robust communication.  It is 
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hoped that the results will prove useful in designing efficient and cost-effective wireless 













































RF is used in most forms of wireless communication systems. Recently, re latively 
short range communication, such as body area network (BAN) and personal area network 
(PAN), is attracting research interest. Near-field communication has become a strong 
candidate because of its high efficiency and low power consumption [36][75][78][89]. 
Here, we present background theory for near-field communication. 
An electromagnetic field is completely described by Maxwell’s equations.  








        
                          (A.1) 
Near-field and far- field characteristics of the field can be understood by solutions in 
terms of the distance R from the radiation source.  
The electric and magnetic field cannot be analyzed independently because the 
time-dependent magnetic field is necessarily coupled with the electric field. However, 
sometimes we can solve field problems in which we can neglect displacement currents to 
simplify the relevant Maxwell’s equations. This is called a quasi-static electromagnetic 
field assumption.           Once the quasi-static condition has been met, the field 
solution becomes one of circuit theory rather than the propagating wave solution. Quasi-
static equations have a form equivalent to the heat diffusion equations, which means the 
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mechanism of energy transfer is diffusion rather than a propagating wave [18].     
The elemental electric dipole is the simplest type of radiating system. We 
examine both near-field and far- field assumptions and how they are related to a 
propagating electromagnetic wave and quasi-static field. 
For the region sufficiently near to the dipole,            ,  and if we solve 



























                                                      
 (A.2)
 
where              
 
  
              .  p is an electric dipole moment. μ0 and ε0 
are permeability and permittivity of free space respectively. The resulting solution is 
identical to that of the electric field intensity from the static electric field theory. This 
implies that the near- field of a dipole can be approximated as quasi-static. The 
















                                          
(A.3) 
0 0 0where / .   The electromagnetic solutions in the far-field zone have the same 
properties as those of a plane wave. We can derive the solutions for the elemental 
magnetic dipole by a similar approach.  
With no approximation, the general solutions of the elemental electric or magnetic 
dipole have the terms, 1/R, 1/R2 and 1/R3, which correspond with the radiation, induction 
and quasi-static terms [18]. The dominant term is decided according to the distance and 
frequency. For the near- field case, the quasi-static term dominates, and the radiation term 
is dominant for the far- field solutions. The boundary that divides the near and far fields is 
called the far-field or Fresnel zone condition.       
Once the near- field magnetic condition is satisfied, we can calculate the mutual 
inductance between coupled inductors or the capacitance of coupled capacitors. The 
equations for inductance are derived from Ampere’s law and are the same as what is used 
in circuit theory. Using two coupled magnetic dipoles placed parallel to each other in the 
near field, we can derive mutual inductance M and the coupling coefficient k.  
2 2
1 2 1 2
3
1 2 1 2
.
2
r r N NM
k
L L R L L

 
                                                      
(A.4)
 
Here, r denotes the radius of the magnetic dipole, and N  is the number of turns. The self-
inductance of coupled coils is given by L, and R is the distance between the coils. In most 
practical cases, there exist flux leakage and misalignment issues. The mutual inductance 
should be calculated with compensation for the leakage and variation of geometry. 
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                                                          (A.5) 
Here ε is the permittivity of the medium, A denotes the overlap area, and R is the 
separation between the two plates. This equation is valid when the dimension of the 
plates is much larger than R. If not, the fringing effect of plate edges becomes significant, 
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Clock Data Recovery with PWM Signals 
 
For both very high-speed wired communication and wireless communication, 
synchronization is of the utmost importance since demodulation highly depends on clock 
timing [66][80][83]. A communication channel usually distorts both the phase and 
amplitude of transmitted signals. Phase changes in the received signal make the 
reconstruction of data even more difficult. We can send a reference clock through the 
extra channel independent of the data channel, but in most cases such an additional 
channel is unavailable or wasteful. For our design, since we use a bond pad as an 
electrode, we use only one channel. Thus, we must embed clock information along with 
data transmission. For example, Manchester coding in the Ethernet specifications has the 
clock information encoded as rising or falling edge for symbols. Because every bit 
contains a rising or falling transition, a simple analog filter can extract clock information 
from Manchester-coded data.  
mB/nB encoding is a well-known baseband encoding method for clock 
embedding in CDR; mB/nB means that there exists at least one rising transition in an n-
bit binary data packet, and integer m is less than integer n [83]. In simpler terms, the 
encoded signals contain m-bit data in an n-bit data packet. The transition is called the 
master transition and does not contain any information except clock synchronizat ion 
information. Either a DLL or PLL with a 1/n divider can synchronize a clock to the 
master transition regardless of data bits. A DLL or PLL compares phase between the 
master transition and each nth rising edge of the clock to maintain the synchronization. It 
ignores any transition other than the master transition due to the 1/n divider. For example, 
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Figure 11 shows the bit configuration of 16B/20B encoding. Because master transitions 
occur in each 20-bit data sequence, we can adjust the phase of a locally generated clock 
to synchronize to the master transition using a PLL with a 1/20 divider. To make sure to 
match the packet boundary, we use a training sequence at the beginning of 
synchronization, which is sometimes called a preamble. The training sequence doesn’t 
have any rising edges in the packet, and therefore a DLL or PLL can successfully lock 
the clock to the training sequence. Once a receiver clock locks to the reference, we can 
send random data with mB/nB encoding.  
For simplicity and efficiency, we use 1B/2B encoding with non-return-to-zero 
(NRZ) signaling. This is also known as PWM; it modulates a signal based on the location 
of the falling edge. To avoid confusion, we will use the term “PWM” for this dissertation. 
Since data are modulated at falling edges of the clock in the time domain, we lose 50% of 
the signals for clock synchronization. However, this modulation simplifies the receiver 
design by removing the requirement for a PLL because the modulated signals contain 
embedded clock information. For 1 Gbps baseband modulation, the width of a narrow 


















The power spectral density and symbol shapes for 1Gbps baseband signals are 
shown in Figure B.2. These contain power at DC due to the NRZ encoding. Although our 
channel model has high-pass characteristics with a cut-off frequency at 100 kHz, we do 
not lose that much power as long as we use a high enough frequency. For our design, we 
aim for 1Gbps, and Figure B.2 reveals that the portion of loss from a high-pass channel is 
negligible. Since PWM signals are not DC-balanced, its DC level fluctuates with the data 
pattern. 
There are three major clock synchronization methods for CDR: a PLL, a DLL, 
and an injection- locked oscillator [63]. Among these, an injection- locked oscillator is 
well known for its simple implementation and low power consumption. But it requires 
passive elements, which are too large to be placed in the I/O pad-sized receiver. Instead 
of an injection- locked oscillator, PLLs and DLLs are widely   used for clock 
synchronization. An essential difference between these two is the use of a voltage-
controlled oscillator (VCO), which is able to adjust not only the phase but also the 




















                                          
Fig.  B.2. Power spectral density of 1 Gbps random PWM signals. Red dotted line is the channel 
characteristic with parasitic capacitance Cp. 
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frequency of a regenerated clock. For this reason, a PLL is commonly used for CDR 
circuits when the reference clock has a lot of jitter. However, a DLL also has advantages 
over a PLL in terms of ease of implementation and stability. We used PWM and a DLL-
based demodulator for our design. 
   Since we use PWM, we reconstruct both clock and data using a DLL. If a phase 
detector is only sensitive to rising edges, we can synchronize one-cycle-delayed signals 
to incoming signals regardless of NRZ data since they are modulated in locations of 
falling edges. A DLL generates multi-phase clocks synchronized with the incoming 
signals. If we choose one clock edge which is placed in the middle of NRZ data, rising 
edge flip-flops can reconstruct the proper data. A DLL-based receiver has another 
advantage over a PLL in terms of jitter immunity and stability. Since a clock is sent with 
data through the same channel, and jitter noise at every positive clock edge moves NRZ 
data at the same time, we can reconstruct the transmitted data using a DLL as long as the 
delayed clock edge is within the NRZ boundary. Since a DLL is a one-pole system, it is 
unconditionally stable; in contrast, design of a stable PLL requires intensive analysis of a 
second-order control system. As long as we can linearize a dynamic model of a DLL, a 
loop can be stabilized.  A DLL loop dynamic model can be written as follows.  
,                            
(B.1)
 
   Here, KPD is the gain of a phase detector, and ICP means the amount of charge 
pump current, CLF is capacitance of the loop filter, KDL is delay line gain, and FREF is a 
reference frequency. A general rule of thumb for a DLL is to design it with loop 
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